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M., Proprietorof Ottawa House. Butter, f)
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_ ___
accommodations for steady boarders, Clover seed, f) lb .................
and every facility for transient guesta The English, German and Holland languages are spoken.
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right or left to say something to a neigh

pelleli ere be

Young Erb

had

the

deadly

chance to look around.

a

and

then faced the champion

toed the score with nerve and confidence.
Shootingalternatelywith the Captain, the

tenth. While some

of the pigeons

brodght

what went down by both marksmen were itemforward. Then, when a scene of .excitewinders, many were to terrified or tame
ment occurred— as it often did and does
that they had to be clodded up.
In that Chamber— when deputies were
When each had ahot at fllty birds the
bor, and listening intently to

new @

........

pigeon rote

Chamber to order, io a boy dropped thirteen birds before he
slouching attitude, now and then turning
missed the Captain misting hit third and

$>OONE H„ Liverr and Sale Stable. Office
Wood, BUvei, Etc,
%1.50 per year if paid in adoance; $1.75 if
13 audbarnonMarket sireet. Everythingfirstpaid >U three months, and $2.00 if
Cord
wood,
maple,
dry ......................
$ 8 W
class
** green ...................
2 60
paid at six month*.
VTTBBBLINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
beach, cry ..................... 2 5"
iN Office of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9tb
** Rrcen ....................2 00 drowning the voice of the Speaker in the
street, near Market.
Railroad tlea.... ............................
12
JOB IMUMTINU PHOMPTLT AND NEATLY DONE.
tribune, and shaking their fists in each
Shingles, A V . ................................
Mist Bilks tt.
other’s faces, and hurrying down to conTERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Grain, Peed, Etc.
1YOONE, C.. Whotesale Dealer In all kinds of
front each other with hostile gesture and
One square of tenllnca,(nonpareil,) 75 conta 13 Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle. Wheat, white ft bushel ........
1 15
menace of tongue and attitude in the open
Ural insertion, and 25 cente for each aubac- Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
Corn,
shelled
|t
bushel
to
4t>
2-ly
q tent Insertion for any period under three
Oats. V busbW ......................
87 space below the benches— on such an ocin mtha.
IVUTKAU A VAN ZOEREN, New Meat Mar- Buckwheat, bushel. ........... 65 to 78
1 T.
3 N.
6 M.
13 ket.nearcornerEighth and Fish Street. AH Bran, A 100 lbs ....................to 90 casion you might have seen him rise, raise
Feed, ^ ton .......................
$18 00
5 00
8 00 kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
3 60
1 Square
his arm, extend his band, and by the pow

Mich.

A

from trap 2, bat dropped before
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................

Potatoes, $i bosbel
Timothy Seed, « bushel
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There was a time— a

422.

ways on hand, stepped promptly to the

Geo. M. Towle in Qotd Company says:

Apples.

NO.

score and cried “ Puli.”
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(Shu parity.

General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery.Hats and Caps,
Fbdr, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
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score stood, Erb 46, Bogardua 48. Thia
rather astonished the backers of Bogardua,

who were

in the majority, while the

backers of the
dicted hia

8t. Jo. boy,

winning from the

start,

but not boisterously so.

jubliHnt,

Erb had to make

many

who had
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the
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fTUITB. J., Dealer

X1

Yearly adverUaerahave the prlvlleue of three

in all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

IV

!

f/AN DERHAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,

V

Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper

and

and twine; 8th street.
MauafMtsrlM.XUli, Bhepi, Xte.

Buaineaa Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published wbitout charge for subscribers.

R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
Agricultoral Implements; commiaslou agent
for MowinN Machines* cor. 10th A River street.

An X before the Bubscriber’a name will denote
the eaplratlon of i he Subscriptiou. Two XX sig-

UAUEL8. VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

nify

EALD,

[ T

11

Proprietors
of Ptugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour
All advertising bills collectable quarterly. Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

1

that no paper will be continued after date.

UT

tftllTG DADf?D may

be found on (He at Geo.
P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Inlo r/irijap. Rowell A Co's News YXTU'MS,
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Curpaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce 8t.). where 10th and River streets.
advertising contracts may be made for It in NEW

Notm

Public*.

V)OST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer ;Colectlons made In Holland and vicinity
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r>E8T, R.

Physician and Surgeon,has made
the disease of the Eye. Ear and Throat a
special study. Overysel, Allegan Co., Mich. 6-ly

f 5.20 “
8.80 p.m.

*•

|

Xdditiimal f
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F. 8..

Chicago. |

City Physician and Surgeon

L*bIll!<u!,croasIugK
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O

the same Versailles,Gabriel Riquettlde

A

WUe

lacking a little while ago,

Beacon.

0

.

_

.1

time’.

Grand Haven Rail Road.

Taken

Effect,Monday, Dec. 1, 1879.

North.
2. STATIONS.

ra.

Ooiag
No. 4. No.
p. m. a
9 25
8 25
7 55
7 03
5 55
5 25
4 03
B.

C.

12
11
11
11
10
10
9

20
47
41
12
44
25
85

Oohf South.'
J. No. 1.
a. ra. p. m.

No.

Muskegon, 6 25
20
Haven, 7 45
Pigeon, 8 40
Holland, 9 55
Fillmore, 10 25
Allegan, 11 40
Perrysburg, 7

Grand

3
8
8
4
4
4
5

as

now

The St. Jo. Uerald says: “The enthu*
liasm on the result cannot well be
imagined. The crowd pressed forward
with outstretchedarms

than Grant.”

01A Eph

Old Eph took
that he wanted to

bills.

ihe quick check of parliamentaryorder,
full

upon Republican and

alike. The power

monarchist

intact. Hie presence of mind is never

of

mine.

Leabe him

to dat netiy

nebber liked that nigger.”

I

goes the dog."

once suspended. The dispatch of busi-

ago could not be conceived.

Holland, Mich.

Metto.

ward, henvy person, a

man

An

awk-

to white-hot paosion, who often broke

Saved Prom the Poorhouse.

bouse.”

easily aroused

1

L

OTTB.

Birbiri.

OTTE &

P.

T^E GROUT,

L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
sharapoonlng, hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea
sonablo rates. Barber shop next door to the City
. 14-ly

CO.

•again

walk about

without the use of a

“ Oh, dere am, im
I

thought
ole

FINE CIGARS

ConainionVsroUit.

24

and

South Division Street,

13

dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
tore cor. Eighth A Hah streets,Holland, Mich. 17

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

by the Editor

of the Portnnouth, Ohio,

Correspondent.

Excellent reasons exist why Thomas’
Ecleclric Oil should be used by persons
troubled with affections of the throat or
lungs, sores upon the skin, rhenmatic pain

FOB SALE.

Dmilt.

/^tEE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand

corns, bunions, or external injuries.

rpHB

followingdescribedLots in the City of
Holland,I. will sell at the following prices.
First Reformed Ohurch.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 0, Block G, West Addition $175
each; Lot IS, Block 8, Lot 0, Block 11, Sooth West
Sruft aid XrtldsM.
Addition $175 each. Lota1,t,3. 4,5A6ln Block
25, aa orguntacdplat near the d. L 8. depot at
/UiajW
a»va.J.
v t vr.9
ASIU^OOUU
jaCUl* $226 each, except Lota 1 A S which are $300 each
jyOE
SBURG,
O., a^viaivs
Dealer SU
In Drugs
and MediAlaoSlotaWeatof First avenue at|12Seach. The
cines, Faints and Oils, Brashes,Ac. Phyabove will be sold for « small payment down. Also
sician’s prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth at.
the following Lots 'i, 10. 11, IS, IS, and 14. in Block
E, Lota S, 4, 5 and I in Block H. The above will
Af BENG8, D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, Med- be sold on long credit and small payments down.
iVl Icines,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per- • Apply to,
fumeries. River street.
M. D. HOWARD.

I

No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the

_

Western newspapers

are devoting con-

reasons are, that

it

The

is speedy, pure, and

unobjeclional,whether taken internally
or applied

externally.The advertisement

in another

column, in relationto

be read. Note—

ifefeefrie,

electrised. Bold by D.

it,

should

selected and,

R. Meengs, Hoi

woman

de!

I’s wuff

moren,

Leabe de cumbrans to

for to live on."

Gmt

Laksi.

The greatest length of Lake Superior
885 miles;

mean

Is

greatestbreadth Is 180 miles;

its

depth, 688 feet; elevation,627 f^et;

area, 82,000 square miles.

The greatest length

of

Lake Michigan

Is

800 miles; Us greatest breadth 108 miles;

mean

depth, 600 feet; elevation,506 feet;

area, 28,000 square miles.

The greatest length of Lake Huron is
200 miles; its greatestbreadth Is 196
miles; mean depth, 600 feet; elevation,
274 feet; area, 20,000 square miles.

The greatest length of Lake Eric
miles;

ita

is

250

greatest breadth is 80 miles; its

in which young Fred Erb, Jr., of Bt.
Joseph, Mo., defeatedCapt. A. H. Bogar- mean depth is 84 feet; elevation,555

feet;

dua, champion wing shot of the world. area, 6,000 square miles.
The greatest length of Lake Ontario Is
The match was tor a purse of |200 and
flfly per cent, of the gate

shoot at 100 birds from
traps

were

circle, the

arranged

.

marksmen

in

money; each
five

traps. The

a sort

not

to

of semi-

knowing from

which trap the pigeon would be pulled.

No

pigeon match that ever took place

interest aa this

one

did.

180 miles;
its mean

the North and Southwest,as well as hun-

The wind was boisterous and cold before
It is useless for physicians to argue the shooting began, and when young Erb

greatest breadth, 65 miles;
Is 600 feel; elevation, 261

The length

of all five is 1,265 miles cov-

ering an area of 185,000 square miles.
It fans been discovered that the climate
California

Alabama,

clubs of the Missouri Valley, and clubs In

its

depth

feet; ares, 6,000 sqnsre miles.

much
of
Members of

before in the Northwest created as

dreds o( other sharpshooters, were present

land, Mich.

was

I

The 81m of our

siderable space to the late shooting match

The facts as above stated,will bo veri
fled

Sogardtu Sefeated by a Soy.

be could

bottleshad been used upon him,

cane.

Minufacturcrsand Jobbersof

Hotel.

V

day

bis will, and called

“ All right," said the attorney “ there

gustows!

VAN

it

alius talkin' in

of the chair is sustained

through all self-restraint and violated
For yean David Alliogsworlh suffered
X. 0. of 0. P.
every rule he ia now called on to enforce,
lirfftonj.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192,IndependentOrder with Rheumatism, and notwithstanding whose whole being seemed wrapped In
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regnlar meetings at Odd the best medical attendance,could not
the design to crush out one of the great
Fellow’s Hall, HollandMich., on Tnesday Evening
find relief. He came to the Sclota Counof each week
Attoraiyi.
parties in the nation, one who could not
Visiting brothers are cordlallf Invited.
ty Poorhouse,aud had to be carried into
H. Danurkmond,N. G. be supposed,consideringhis uustudious
JJOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
R. A. ScHoorta, R. 8.
and out of bed, on account of bis helpless
Notary Public: River street.
and careless habits, to have deeply conned
condition. Alter the failure of all the
F. It A. X.
parliamentaryprocedure, seemed to be
VfC BRIDE, P. H., Attorneyand Counselor at
A Rruular Communicationof Unity Lodoe, remedies which had been applied, the the last person capable of fillingwell the
ivl Law, aud Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall. Directors of the Poorhouse resolved to use
River street.
fauteuU of M. Grevy and M. Buffet. Yet
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, March
T)ARK8, W. H. Attorney and CoonCelorat Law, 24, at 7 o'clock, sharp.
the celebrated German Remedy, 8t. Jacobs
be baa proved a far more able President
corner of River and Klghth streets.
come
Otto Brbyhan. W. M.
Oil, and ibis was a forluunte resolution:
W. H. Joslin, Sec'*?*?
than either.
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
for, with (he trial of one bottle, the patient
Agent. OiUcoinKenyon A Van Putten'a bank
Eighth street.
P.
H. VAN DER WEYDEN. was already much better,and when four

office

a notion the other

make

apiece to

A

vl

hli Will.

torney.

05
35
40
06
85
?5
45

FRED. H. MAY, Manager.
Leayenwobth,Gen't THfaht Agent.
OHAS. J. UTI8, Age-d.

EACH BRO'8, CommissionMerchants,

makM

“Den dar’s dat hazel splitter sow.
keep sick the same time. 1 ness under his rule is marvellouslyrapid. Leabe her to wboebber kin kotch her."
Ph3t3p»pksr.
guess you’ll take my medicine hereafter.” He holds the reins of this turbulent, ex“The sow is disposed of," said the
citable, •ometimes riotous body with the
JJ[IGGIN8,B. P. the leading Photographer.Oal- See oilier column
lawyer.
hand and nerve of a Titan, every deputy
“De baccy-box an’ pipe kin go to the
When you are in pain you want prompt feela the bit jerk in hia mouth at the
ladUsn.
boy soon as be gits old enuf to spit froo
relief. If the pain is caused by bruises,
slightestrebellion.Every man feels that
ITAUPELL,U., Manufacturerof and dealer iu
V Harness, Tranks, baddies and Whips; corn, rhuematism, burns, sore throat or there resides in the chair a power within histeef."
Eighth street.
“It is so recorded,” aqswered the atchest, the colic, or any other of the ina power; the power of individual strength
Tobacti ui Cigars.
,
juries or disordersto which Dr. Thomas
and command supplementing the power
“
De
bouse
and
lot
goes to de gal."
rpK ROLLER, G. J., Generaldealer In Tobacco, Eclectric Oil is adapted, aud which are
endowed by the rules, by the representaJL Cigars, bnufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
“But
there's
an
incumbrance
on the
more particularly described in the regular
tion of law, and typified by the mace. A
Watohsi aal Jiwilry.
house,
Eph.”
advertisingcolumn of thia paper, read
more unpromising presiding officer than
“ What data you say ? ”
J08LIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jeweleni, advertisementwithout delay aud prevent
this
man would have seemed to be a year
and dealera in Fancy Gooda; Corner of Mar“There
is an incumbranceon the
further
trouble.
Sold
by
D.
R.
Meengs,
ket and Eighth btreet.

Holland. Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. K.
R. R. and L. 8. A M. 8 for Plainwell, Kalamay.oo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.

1 >

to take the victor

by the hand, and some were satisfiedto
even touch him. He was a bigger man

sits as easi-

did his indolence;while

bird

his last

“Deacon Wilder, I want you to tell me the strong grasp with which he once held to consult a lawyer for that purpose. The
how you kept yourself and family so well hi& partisans, now holds the entire as- attorney gathered a pencil aud a piece of
the past season, when all the rest of us sembly. He is their master, and readily
paper and preparedto make a schedule:
have been sick so much, and have bad the and vigorously maintains his mastery.
“ Well, Eph, what property have yon
An intense and impetuous partisan, he got? ”
doctors running to us so long.”
“Bro. Taylor, the answer is very easy. shows himself capable of a Roman impar“ Well, aar, dar’s dat onery bobtailed
I used Hop Bitters in time and kept my tiality. The sharp blow of reprimand,
dawg dot nebber sleeps,or ef he does he's

or

.

upon iilm

ly

When

fell the score stood, Erb 98, Bogardns 88.

es. The dignity in which he seemed so

* Mixed trains,
OCHOUTKN, F. J., Physician and Accoucher. Three dollars’worth of It kept us all well
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
Office at Dr. bebouteu'adrug store. Eighth sod able to work all the time, and I will
\ Daily except Saturday.
street.
40 ly.
Mondays only.
warrant it has cost you and most of the
All other trains dally except Sundays.
\f ANTING, A. G.. Physician and burgeon;
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
neighbors one
two hundred dollars
office at GruafrcbapVlllag**, Allegan county,
time, which ia 20 minutes later than Columbus
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 .
26-ly.
(

a stillness

a little,

and the veteran experienced bard lock.
He said the wind and dost troubled hit

with unerring aim.

ufal.

VfC CULLOCU TUGS., Physician, burgeon and
Accoucheur.Office, Van Putten'a Drug btore,
12.00 m.
Holland, Michigan.
7.20
6 00 a.m.
3 25 p. ra. | 10.15 p. m. OCHOUTEN, R. A., Puyaician and burgeon;
officeat the Firat Ward Drug btore, Hgblh
7.40
family well and saved large doctor
Sireet.

Butfaio

amid

Mirabeau shook throne and caste with
Stolen fruits may be sweetost,but the sudden thunder of his wordy onwbeo a boy finds himself iu nn apple tree slaught.
with a dog at the foot, he discoversthat
But now, the personage we have dethe apples are sour. You can't patch up
scribed ascends, not the tribune, but the
his wounded reelings with such taffy as
presidentialplatform, and promptly at the
that, but you can patch up his wounds
designated hour, rings his bell and sum
with Dr Thomas’ Ecleclric Oil. Sold by
mons deliberation out of the babel of voic-

B.,

^KDKBOKR,

ed followers. Then, too,

tinned the birds favored the boy

“

13

Chi.

voice and manner

his

quell the tumultuousmood of his hothead

Corn Meal $1 100 lbs... .......... to 100 as deep as that of a mountain solitude,
eyes.
Fine Corn Meal |i 100 lbs ......... to 1 20
you might have seen him. at a certain moThe boy bad never shot before nnder
Xeati, Etc.
ment, leap from bis seat, thrust back his
the five trap rules. Each dead shot gave
Beef, dressed per B> ...................4 to B
stragglinglocks, and with long stride
him greater confidence. He stepped to
Pork.
...............;... 4Mto 5
Lard ................................ to 7
and head aloft advance to and ascend the
the score, and as the birds rote at any part
Turkeys, per lb ......................
to 10
Chickens, dressed per t> ................ to 8 tribune; whence would thereupon flow the of the semi circle, he took his range with
richest and most resistlesseloquence that
lightning rapidity, bringing' them down
a French assemblage has heard, since, in

U. L., Surgeon,Physicianand Accouch- D. R. Meengs, Holland,Mich.
eur. Office at his residence, Overysel, Mich.

5.25 a. m.
8.85 p. m.
• 8 20 a. m.

9.55 p.

.* .' .' .'

^y8H,

Lsave

Grand

11.55 a.
\ 10 00

Phytlclui.

Holland.

Holland,

_

Justiceof the Peace,
Notary Public,Couve} sneer, etc. Office,
Van Landegend’sBlock.
-

Ohicago & West Michigan R. R.

.*

X .S
Pearl Barley, $i 100 ...............to 8 00
Rye tt bu«n ......................
to to

VV

YORK.

.

.

.

changea.
lines,

Bariev, {nOO*

great marksman. As the shooting con*

la

and northern Georgia and

jnsl suited to the cultivation

of the cinchona tree, from which quinine
is made, and it is proposed to inirodut e
the cultivationof these trees into this
country, so u to save the expense incurred

io sending to South America for Peinviao

against the merit of Dr. Thomas' Eclectric fired the last shot, dropping bis twenty-

PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drags, Medt-

cines. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Biro’s FamllyMedlclnea;Eighth 8t.

-yy-ALSH HEBE
fall

it.

DruggistA Pharmacist; a

OS,

I? I .A. IST
Mason A Hamlin and Palace

atock of goods appertaining to the bu»-

ORGAlSrS.

iuess.
runiturs.

SEWING MACHINES

H. A CO.. Dealera in all kinds of Fnr- prices.
iVl nltore,Cnrtalns. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
6-ra
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.

of ail kinds

tnd

___

____

!

.

—

- .

is

testimnnUls will testify to its

efficacy.

shooting, the 8t. Jo. boy asked (be veteran piece of a shell, which during the late nn-

Will you try it? For particulars see ad- Oaptaln,

who had

vertising column. Bold by D. R. Meengs, glish shots on their

EYEK,

__

bark.
so quickly and so third bird in succession, the thermometer
Aiaw in a mill in Norfolk, Va., was
justly coming into popular favor and why? was working down to zero, and a fearful
shattered by striking a hard substance in
Because it will do just what is recom- gale swept over the grounds.
As soon as they were ready to begin the log. The obstacle proved to be a
mended for it. Volumes of unsolicited
Oil. No medicine

H. Meyer & Co.

,

____

____

Holland. Mich.

defeated the best En- p'eMtBtness

own

soil, to

open the

ball. The Captain replied that he was

al-

tree,

the

had imbedded i:self In the
the few abort years

wound in

having completelyhealed over.

the committee that while he was not present to Associate Justice of the Supreme Oourt of Wyoincludingtheir personal visits, each
talk politics, bnt to give aeientifioviews abiut ming.. ..In the House, s number of bills
ve for the first
physician is to
the canal, he could pot refrak from expressing were reported from committeesand placed on the
calendar or rt committed,after which the Political consultation5
And 8
for
his
delight
with
tbs
Presidents
meesage
on
the
Gra. Houderaon,Mr. Charlee Webster, Mr.
Asseosment bill was taken up, ad Mr. House msde
ar consultation,
Eugene Elberts. Miss Estella Mortimer, Mrs. ubjeot of the canal, because it would certainly s long speech tn favor a< the bill, lasting Mil ad- each subsequent
first vuit to the
M. B. Rnvder, Miss CharlotteNeville, little be advantageous to have the proteotiou of the journment./
On the occasion ef
United States doring the work and after the
Qeorgie, Mr.
for hiff medical
A
message
from
tha President
laid by- physioiw’sresiden
oneitisg of tht tana). He sent a message to
There iagreat consternation in theBig his son, at Pans, saying the' Pitifident’smes-tor. the donate, on the 10th inst,:«ontalnlyg tits advice, 1*
the administraHorn countryorerreporWof a treaty between eage assured the safety of the canal
igwemrht with the Ute Indians, requesting ratifi- tion of chloroform,etc., whei leoeasary
inclutles Mise Maud Granger, Rignora Majeroni, Mr. Prank Erant, Mr. J, J. Bnliiran, Mr.
Charlee A. McManus, Mr. T. B. Barns, Mr.

4i(a
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Denny

narks

mar

^

wu

mark*

,

the hostile Crows and Sioux, and settlersto the
There is a scarcity of fractional sil- cation. Mr. Thurman, from the Committee on for the treatment of the patient, 3 marks.
north and west of Tongue river are coming into ver coin, caused by its presentationfor re- the Judiciary,reported adversely the Senate
Goose creek valley for protection. .. .Three
Want of Decision.
bill to reimburse the several States for interest
THE EAST.
men wore drowned near Detroit by the capsiz- demption under the recent law. A Washing- paid on war loans and for other purposes.
A
great
deal of talent is lost to the
ton dispatchsays there are #21,000,000 of such
The body of Dr, Hahn,. who died the ing of a tag-boat
coin in the treasury, which will be exchanged Plsoed on the calendar.Mr. Davis (HI.) stated world for the want of a little courage.
The labor trouble* 4* SeM FiimcuoQ at ill BUp-tre^eurifBfor United Mates notes that there was a minority report on the bill.
other 4*ar in New York, wall, tkie* to the Le
Every day sdnds'to their gravek ( numare
about over, Mayor Kalloch and t)enuls when an appropriationis made for tfcb pur- Mr. Baykrd, from the ikuhihitteeon Judiciary reMoyne crematory,near Pittsburgh, and reduced
pose by Congress.It will be sent free of cost ported favorably the House bill to definethe terms bers of obscure men who nave only reKearney, at a public meeting,informing their
toaehea.
of o filetof the Chief Supervisors of Elections. Mr.
mained in obscuritybecause their timin sums of #500 aud upward to any part of the
McDonald. then continuedhis remarks upon the
Petroff, one of the corrupt Pennuyl- followers that the citizens’movement had been country.
idity has prevented them from making
Fits
John
Porter
ease,
and
occupied
the
day.
At
misunderstood,and hat, instead of being invania lobbyists indicted at Harriaburgfor imical to the interests of the Workingmuo, it
The select committee of the United the conclusion of his speech s motion wss msde to a first effort, and who, if they only had
bribing members of the Legislatureto rote for was intended for their ameliorationand the States Senate appointed foi that phrpoeo has r«ier the bill to the Judiciary Committee, 'Die been ijadneed to begin; would in all
Henate rejected the nomination of William R.
the PittsburghlUoUowwa bill, Las been found good *f the eotiijo' city. Subswiusntly a conagreed upon a report upon the Froedmen’s Brown as Census Supervisortor the Eighth probabilityhave gone great lengths in
ference
bstwieeu
repweentativea
of
the
conguilty by a jury.
district ef Illinois. This nominationwss rejected
tending factions was held at the offloa of the Bank and has also perfected a method of liqui- by a party vote upon the ground that at least one the career of fame. The tact is that, in
Nathan P. Pratt,' of Reading, Mata., Mayor, at which meaenree insuring the settle- dation of that ooi cern. The report shows that of the eight Illinois Bupmisors should have breu doing anything in the world worth dohas been ’oiravicted,on tVehty-eight'counts ment of the questipu* , which have so long the Freedmen’s Bank was established under selectedfrom the Democracy. . .In the House, Mr. ing, we mtist not stand shivering on the
favorable am-p cee. Its b twiners grew rapidly, Keegan offer* d a substitute to the resolutionson
of wrecking the Barings bank bf which he was vexed the oommqnity were adopted. . .Five or
bank, thinking of tho cold and danger,
six meu who recently left Hilvertou, Col. , on a aud it rood became a prosperousineu tiuion.Its the Panama canal, asserting this country's deterTreasurer. ' • >.!'
-m. , prospectingtrip have been killed by Indiana niiiiageineutfell into the bands of, and was con- minafon to controlsuch communication. Mr. ibnt jump in and scramble tfifbngh as
trolled by, unworthy, dishonest persons, by Whitfliorne, from the Na»al Committee, re- well aa we can.' 1 It will not do to be
Four thousand New York piano- near the Blue moun rains.
who-e acta aud loo** minagoment, the invest- ported a resolution,which wss agreed to. appointmakers struck for an adratice of waeee last
perpetually calculating risks and adTHS SOUTH
ing a commission to examineour ironclads,with a
ments in non-productive,valuelessrtocks aud
view to their completionand rep»ir. Consideraweek, and the manufacturera, rather than coi>
l , _ _
, , Isaac W. Hayne, for twenty years loins upon worthlesssecurities,the bank busi- tion was resumed of the Political Avseasmentbill, justing nice chances; it did very well
ness diminished vapidly, and failure was the and a dlicuaalon ensued, participatedin by Measrs. before the flood, when a man conld
natural result. The report wjil jh al severely Young (Ohio), RichardsonfN. Y.) , Crowley, Rice, consult his friends upon an intended
resolved upon another advance of .'25 cents per : Bouth Carolina, and grandaon of the Isaac with cert >iu individuals, bht, owing to tlio death Bays gild Butterworth.An evening session was1
[publication for 150 years, and live to
'
; Hayao who was hanged by the Uritish.during
of some and the impecuni ieity or absence of held, at which fifteen or twenty pension bills were
see its success for six or seven centuries
1 •rrrtf xxrvu’r " ,
| their occupationof Charlestonin the Bevolu(•tbors, it will make no recommendationwith passed.
• THE WEST, a
tlouary war, haa just died, agtd TO.
reference to prosecutionother than is found in
In the Senate, on Thursday, March 11, the afterward; but at present a man waits
steamer from Detroit arrived at
There were three executionsin the the b it. The bill providesfor the appointment bill for the reclamationOf arid and waste lands and doubts, and consults his brothers,
of a Commissioner, who is to be noue other
Clevedaod,hy.wayof the lakes, on the Wh of South on Friday, Mirch 12, all the victims be(ban the Comptroller of the Curren-'y,who passed. It authorizesthe Secretaryof the In- and his uncles, and particular friends,
March, being jibe earliestarrival on record by ing colored men. - John MsyfleM was hanged shall receive #1.0tiu a ysar in additionto bis terior to contract for the Sinking of two artesian till one day he finds that be is 65 years
more than a week. . .The Grand Central Hotel at Florence, Ala., for the murder of another present salary. The Ootmnissioueris empow- wells on the plains east of the Rocky of age; that he has lost so mnch time in
and several adjoiningbuilmoks, at Oakland, otiored man; Sidney McFaddin was executed ered to sell any or all of the propertyol the mountains,the , wells-) to be the center consulting first cousins and parti :nl&r
Oal, have '.been destroyed . by flra Loss, at Was'ilngton, Ark., for the murder of hie ne- bank, and to report to Congress yearly.
of
reservation of tour square miles. friends that he has no time to follow
gro wife; and Dan BUgherly was strung up at
1275, 0Q0. . ..The total stock ,of grain in store
So much has been said in Wall atrett Mr. Jones, of Florida, spoke upon the Porter bill, their advioa. There is so little time for
Thomasnlle, Ga., for rape on a white woman.
and afloat atChicAgois 18,397,K» bushels.
....Hundreds of Kentucky negroes are leav- and elsewhere conoerning the treasurybond and, after the conclusion of his remarks, the bill over-squeamishness at present that the
Several persons have been bitten by ing that State for Kansas.
wu laid on the table subject to be taken up bv a
purchases that Mr. Sherman has felt himself majority at any time. Tbe FortiflcationaAppro- opportunity slips away. The very perirabid ddgs In Chicago recently, and there Isa
• A Russell county (Va.) woman at- called on to aeain explain his intentions. He priation bill waa taken up and the Senate ad- od of life at which men choose to ventfond CTy for the t-xterminationof the whole
journed....In the House, Ur. Kelley roes te aquesr
tacked her husband's paramour with a club. says that in the presentstate of the Govern- tioQ of privilege,aud denied In emphaticlanguage are, if ever, is so confined that it is no
ment finances the purchases will not be greater
canine race* The authorities are about to open
Dealing her to death m a few minutes.
a reported conversation in regard to Ufe bad rule to preach up the necessity, in
than #2,0u0,000 a wnok, aud that he will not in
a vigorous .wer on the brutes. . .While the exon sugars, .In. which corrupt moUvr-s,
A severe norther,accompanied by any case pay moro than the market ratee or tariff
press agent at Sidney, Neb., was at dinner the
were attributed to Mr. Kelley. The regular ord- r such instances, of a little violence done
other day, his officewas entered by a gang of hail and snow, prevailed generallythroughout impair the resumpt on fund*
being demanded, considerationof the Political As- to the feelings, and efforts made in de
robbers, who made off with- about fSKAQW)
sessment bin was resumed, and .the bill wa- fiance of strict and sober calculation.
Tsxas for the throe dare March 14, 15and 1(1 In
FOREIGN.
worth of gold bullion, just in from the Black
put upon its passage, when no qnorum voted
many localitiesice formed au inch thick. Fruit
The Republicans filibustered
nearly the estire sea Sydney Smith.
Hills. The Harm waa given, and a few was kill' d in many recdous. Corn will have to
The Parliament of Great Britain haa slon, when the bill was laid on the table for the
hours later >^1 but .$13,U0p • worth of be replanted, and in the southern belt cotton is
been dissolved, and there will be an election present and the House adjourned,;
the metal was recovered,the thieves hav- also destroyed.
Rapid Increase of Immigration.
ing hidden It in
coal cellar .....
for members of the House of Commons in
At the opening of businessin the Sena'e on
li*l< POLITICAL.
The continued increase of arrivals at
Mayor KaJtooh, of San Francisco,has issued a
April.... Thirty villages have been destroyed the 18th Inst., Mr. Williams presented s joint resoproclamationdenouncing the manifesto of the
Georoe Li Miller, of Nebraska, a by the overflowof tn© Vistula, on the Auatro- lution of the Kentucky Legislature,instructingthe this port, os well as accounts from
Citizens’ Protective Union and its authors, and
Russian frontier. Thousands of people are
abroad, afford indications that the imdefending the workingmen, declaring them member of the Committee of Arrangements for homeless and threatenedwith s'nrvitt inn .... An Senators from Kentucky to urge the psaaage of a
to be uoaoeful and law-abiding citizens..., the National Demooratio Convention, has re- American ltdy With au Italian husband has bill reducingthe salary of the President of the migration from Europe for the ourrent
The Cmdiihati TVice- Current pdbnehoe signed, and Austin H. Brown, of Indiana,haa fled to Loudon to escape her creditors. Before United State*. The bill for tie relief of the year will be the largest of any year
pedal returns from nearly 300 points in the been appointed. . .Five women have been elect- her marriage she represented herself as an widow of Gen. Caster was indefinitelypostponed. since 1872, aggregating at least 200,000,
West in regard to the growing wheat crop, in- ed members of the Board of Education at
heiress, and succeeded so well in her imposi- A little dlacusaion ensued about the Panama ca- and possibly250,000, say an inoraaao of
dicating almost an uniformly favorable condi- Middletown, N. Y., their opponents being men.
tinn as to contract debts to the amount of
ns! project.The following bills were introJuced 40 per cent, compared w$th 1879. The
tios and flattering proepocts. especiallyin
State Conventions of the political #200,000.
sud referred:Dy Mr. Rollins, to provide for the comparison for the two months is os
Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana had Michigan.The
Over $10,000,000has been been with- aacertaiument of ibe claims of American citizens follows :
Price-Current regards the promise favorable parties have been called as follows: Greenfor an unusuallylarge yield of winter wheat, fradl— Michigan,March 17; Pennsylvania, drawn from the London banks, to be used for for spoliation, prior te July 1, lfc61; l>y
January. February. Tola!.
Mr. Teller,to enable Coloradoto aeleef 1873... v*. .......... .,...«
while the rqturp* from the spring . wheat March 22. /tonomrfie— Nebraska, Marob 31 ;
fli.'T?
12.737
eleotionecring purposes in the Parliamentary land under tbe acte making the grant of land for tbe
1874 ....................
2.518 8.1 JW
sections indicate ah increased Acreage in this Iowa, April 7; Texas, April &); Virginia, May
5,551
campaign. ... A Loudon dispatchsays that it is benefitof agricnltnral colbgea and mechanic art». 1S75 ................
5.*i'.8>
8,?l'4
crop.
111; Wisconsin,May 19; Kanea!*,May 26; I hcalculated that the Tories will lose fifteen seits A resolution calling for intormationIn regard to 1871! ....................2,150 2.1H5
4, few
nois, May 29; South Carolina, June 1 ; Arban
Indian newi; CLl). Richards telein Ireland—eight to the Liberals and seven to Government technicalschools waa adopted. The
....................
1.847
8,760
is,
2; Alabama, June 2; Tennessee,June
sas
. June
'
Appropriation
bill waa paused, with
....................1.WI9 8,331
3.840
graphs from Fort Buford, Dakota Territory: 8 ; Indiana, Juno 9: Kentucky, June 17. 7?c- the Home-Rulers.The latter party will prob- Fortiflcationa
....................2.1W1 2,754
4.944
ably have wyenty moraners in the amendment*. Mr. Kelloggrose to a personal
f/MVan— Rhode Island, Maroh 18; Texas,
41 Bitting Bull haa lost all hie former power in
public*
next Parliament,'of which number Mr. explanation, and called for au investigationin re- 1880 ....................2,077 7,!KJ4 13,581
gard to the newspaper report that the attack upon
[arch 24; Kansas,
Kansas,- March 31; Connecticut. Parnell will control one-half....
the hostilecamp, and is, en route for this March
great
24,411 . 30,18(1 54.547
Til 14, J£a88achu*ette,
-April
, fire oocurred last week at foe weaving tknator Hill, of Georgta,bad been planned by
ere before April 7; Iowa,
agency. Trouble is expec
Kelloggto influence the contested-electioncaae,
nationalities representedare
spring."—Advisee from New
ew Mexico reporta 15; Oregon, April 21 'Virginia, April 21; Geor- works in Moscow, Russia. The entire building
and
the
woman.
Miss
Raymond,
had
been
brought
flgbrt in 4h» Bacramento .mountains between gia, April 21; South Carolina,April 89; Ten- was destroyed.Twenty-fourpersons were here by Kellogg for tlie purposeof alsndering B*u-j Germany, Ireland, and England, in the
twenty mounted men under Lionf. Oouline. nessee, May 5; Wisconsin,May 5: Now Hamp- burned to death and twenty-nine injured..., ator Hill. Mr. iTiUrraan annonneed tlikt- order named, according to importance,
and a poriiOT tietdna'8 bihd, in whfth Ybi shire, M*v 26; Now Jersey, May H; Maryland, Hartmann, f o Nihilist,whom the French Gov- he should move to lay the 'resolutiontor
latter were defeated and a large amount of May 6; Nevada, May 11; Florida. May 12; ernment refused to surrender to Russia,has an investigationon the Uble. The Senate then and others in about the usnul proporadjourned to Monday.... Jn the ITonse,tbe bid au- tions. Included recently are many
stock captured.—A report comes from Fort Michigan,May . 12: West Virgmis, May concluded to emigrate to America. (
thorizing tbe ttecretarrof tbe Interior to deposit
Peck Indian Agency that the Yanktounai 12; Illinois,May 19; Alabama, May 20
During the progress of a fire at Zad- certsin Indian trust funds In the United States Hungariansin extreme destitution,
Sioux and AreiniboinaBidux, comprising that The State Senate of Iowa has adopted a contreasury m lieu of luv stment waa pae-ed. about 700 by a single arrival. It is also
agency, had declared war against each other, stitutional amendment changing the time for worre, Austria, five persons were killed. . .The
The morning boar was dispensed with, and Mc- noticed that many Swiss are coming,
holding
State
elections
from
October
to
Noand that fifteen Yanktonnail hid been killed
Russian expeditionto Central Asia has been Mahon recoried hack the Deficiency 'Appropriaand many Wownded, and aboubtbo same num- j vember.;. .Lettersfrom 1,900 Repubhcan.vottion bill from the Appropriation Commiitee.fihe mostly of the industrial classes. Desti* "
1 era in Michigan who were asked by a Detroit abandonedfor the present., ..Advices from
House went into committee, of the whole, aud dis- tutiou in Ireland is likely to stimulate
her of Asriftiboinef. vxluon 1
Afghanistan
report
the
natives
concentrating
newspaperto express their preferencesfor
the bill for mo»t of tbe d*y and rose jvity
emigration to the United States, in the
tremendou# explosion, attended President show that 1,500 are for Blaine, 350 in large numbers, under the leadershipof Mo- cuaied
out action.The following hills were Introduced
hammed Jan, for an attack on the British in- and referred:By Mr. Covert, for the suppression course of the present year, and the
by fright/ol loss of life, occurred at Frankfort, for Grant, and the remainder scattering
vaders. . .The English Ministers ask for #407,- of pleuro-pnenmopia In neat cattle;by (Mr.
Ind., on the morning pf the 11th lost A little
The Missouri Republican State Com- 485,000 to carry on tho Government for the Scales, to accept and ratify the agreementsub- movement may acquire a considerable
before 7 o’clock in the morning, the men— ten mittee, at a meeting held in St Louis last
mitted by the Ute Indians for the sale volume. The German military conyear
,
in Dumber— employed in thedlatmill of Lehof their ends in Colorado, approximating
#880.000; scription operates in like manner to
week, named Bed alia as the place and April 14
It is reported from Shanghai that by Mr. Osin- r. to accept toe Utl • to propertyin
man, Rosenthal\ Co., wme seated in the boiler
create discontent at home and longings
as the time for the holdingof the party State
room, warming themselvespreparatory to beChang How, late Ambassador to Russia,and Erie. Pt.. and establi h a Horae for Indigent SolConventionto choose delegatesto the Cbioago
diers and Bailors. The House adjourned to for the free,it)h>adacres o! the New
Convention. Daring the sessiou of the com- who negotiated the Kuldja treaty, has teen be- ' ,
| i World. The whole range of industries
mittee Chairman Shields, a hot Blaine man, be- headed, and that a revolt has broken out in
Bills were introduced and referredto com- in Germany continue much depressed.
came offtiaded at the course of the Grant mem- Pekin.... It is said that Bismarck is collecting
aroueing people for miles around. When the
mittees of the Senate on Monday, March 15, as folYork CommercialAdvertiser.
bers, who were largely in the majority, and re- the official documents to prove that the Rusast'inisbedvillagers had arrived upon the
sgned, whereupon Chauucey I. Filley,an sian Governmenthas been in secret negotiation lows: By Mr. Johnston, lor the suppression of th;
scene, the remnants of the mill were fmrning.
active Grant worker, was made a member of with France for an allianceagainst Germany, fectioua and contagions diseases among domestic
It fo stated that experiencehas shown
and the mangled corpses were lying scattered
the committee,and at once chosen Chairman. notwithstandingRussia’sdenial
cattle; by Mr. Plumb, to amend section 8,889 at the Petroleum iron works, located
over the surroundingterritory. The destruction
was complete.Not a piece of the boilerexceeding
A mass meeting of Republicans opThe New York Tribune's special of the Revised Statutes, relativeto public at Titusville, that a barrel of petrolenm
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was scattered so that scarcely one brick lay upon another. Mangled and distortedhuman
bodies lay about the fields twenty or thirty
feet from the boiler-house,one body being
thrown
distance
150 yards....
The bodies were mutilatedalmost beyond recognition, and were thrown from fifty to 165
yards. Their clothesifere torn into shreds,
two of fhem befog entirely stripped. The head
of one was blown entirelyaway, and no vestige
of itcould be found. Another had hie head all
torn to pisoes. Of the ten bodies only two
were buried In the rubbish,the rest being
blown entirely oit of the building....
Kearney, the labor agitator, was arrested in
San Francisco, the other day, for using threatening language iu a public speech. .He was
held in bonds for trial ... .A passengertrain on
the Rock Island railroad, when near Gblcago,
ran into a atock train, demolishing the caboose,
and killing Jacob Leiber and' son, who were

a

of

^

°f

<i«ro
*
third term was held in Mercantilelibrary Hall,
81 Louis, one night last week. Ex-Seuator
John B. Henderson was the chief spokes-

man.

The, followingresolutionwas adopted:

“That it is the souse of this meeting that the
nomination of a Presidentialcandidatefor a
third term is unwise,inexpedientand subversive of the traditions of the Government, and
likely to endanger the success of the Republican

pirty.”

>!,

Um,

.[ •;

The RepublicanCommittee of Ohio
have issued a call fora State Convention pf
the party at Columbus, April 28, for the purpose of electing delegatee to the Chicago Convention. The Democratic State Committee has

lands. Very little bustoen of Importance
women and children• in • some1' of the was transacted by the upper house, the time being
occupied by reports of committee*and other misfaralne-etriekenportions of Ireland • are cellaneous business. The Presidentnominated
reduoed to the last stage* of nakedness and
to be
destitution.Families are huddled together
without fire, food, clothing or bedding, within a
miserablehot or the former abode of animals. Oraihs and Winnebago Agency, Nebruks; and
Thousands and thousands are begging, not Edward H. Bowman, of Ullnon, to bs Agent for the
Indian* at the Pawnee A*eflcj, Indian Territory. ...
for bread, bnt for the humblest, cheapest food
In the House, bill* vert introchfiDed
and referred:
that oan' bo supplied for hnmah Use— Indian By Mr. Singleton,making telegraphiccommunicameal All this exists,aud there is little pros- tions as Inviolableas lettersIn the mall; by Mr.
pect of much improvement until August Daggett, to reduce the price of pulllc land* within
It appears that in some districtsthe railroadUml to; by Mr. Covert, to create » setendistress is even greater than it was tiflo commlsalon to eatablish legal teats for the
protectionof dealersIn butter,oleomargarine, etc.;
in the appallingfamine of 1847.
by Mr. Hcsles, for an allotment of lands
corespondent In Ireland telegraphsthat men,

~

The famine in Armenia is reported
called a convention for May 6, for to be of the most appalling and' widespread
the purpose of choosing four delegates character. It la said to exist over a territory
at-large to the Cincinnati Convention....
A prominentMassachusetts Republican just embracing 100,000 square miles.. .Sir Garnet
arrived in Washington declares positively that Wolseley will return to England in July. His
a large majority of the delegates from that mission in South Africa has not addod greatly
sleeping therein.
State to the Chicago Convention will be for to his reputation either ae a statesman or as a
After a fortnight of inoes&wt labor, Grant .Secretary Shenpan has written a let- soldier. On hi* retarn ho will t>e made Quarmaster Geuer&r of tho Horae Guards....
the snow and ice blockade on the Dakota di- ter to a Otiicago gentlenian, explicitlydeclaring
Gen. Melikoff has receivedanother note from
vision of the Northern Paciflo railroad has been I his candidacyfor the Presidentialnomination,
-

.

.

.

.

fc

the RevolutionaryCommittee, stating that the
hondred men and aerenteen ! a^ynlr^ctlnKth.rejortof hi. intention to Nihilist*did not authorize Vladelzky’sattack
locomotives were employed in clearing the I wlthdr*w from en<* ™M*c3r- .
on him, because they are not ready to kill him
track, which in some places was so completely ; The Washiu gtefa Pos t prints a letter just yet, but warning him that when the proper
time arrives a man with a good . weapon and
means of escape will be at band . .The steamer
Montana, of the Onion line, struck a rook off
the coast of Waterford,Ireland, and was
wrecked. Passengerand crew saved. ' '
the hostile Sioux. The mounted infantry under
On the question ae to whether he
A dispatch from Cabal states that the
Capt Baldnin struck the Indian trail on the ! 2°°^ he prevailed »p6n fo run, the letterIs as
10th, chased the savages for thirty miles, aud I B°od M an annsoncementthat he is willing Afghans have recaptured aud sacked Characaptured all their horses, except those which 10 entor lhQ
kise, a village about forty miles northeastof
they were riding,
John B, Hawley, Assistant Secretary
Cabul, hitherto occupied and held by a mixed
BIX- days’ pedestriancontest at
of, the Treasury, has resignedhis position, in
force of English troops and thrir Afghan allies.
Ban Frandsoo, between Daniel O’Leary, ef order to enter more actively into the canvass ....Gen.Melikoff’srule in St. Petersburg is
giving such general **tb faction that it is proChicago, and E. P. Weston, was won by the forGovernor of Illinois....The AikansaiReChicago man, who scored 516 miles while the publicans«ill bold a State Convention,on the posed to extend the dictatorshipover otbw

wmored. Two

.

A

j

,

other man was covering 490.

The

residenceof Mr. Richard Johnson, a. farmer, near Denison, Crawfordcounty, Iowa, was burned a few Sights ago, and

|
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|

,

.

,
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28th of April, for the purpose of selecting delegates to the Chicago Convention.
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in sight in the
• Mr. Edmonds stated to the Senate on the Uth
two of his daughtersperished in the^fiamee.
United States and Canadalsaa follows: Wheat,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson and seven other chil
of March that hereafter he would object to tbs
dren had a narrow escape.... P. FBeason, i 28,035,000bushel^; corn, 15,6-1,000bushels;* reading of memorials. Mr, Cameron (Wls.) pre
oneqf the proprietors Of the Grand Central Ho- 1 oats, 2.010,000 bushels; rye, 900,000 btiebele; seated a joint resolution b< the Wiaeonsin legistel, / Oakland, Cal. and H. Hurget, per- > barley 8,087,000bushels.... The contest beter of the hotel, have been arrested j tweea the PadfiQ railroad*and the Pacific lature praying tor legislationregulationinter-mate
for purloiningvaluables of' the guests : Mail Steamship Company, bv which the fomor commerce.Bills were Introducedand referred:
daring l the fire which destroyed,,the I ^retti fo pay the latter #110,000 per month ob By Mr. Kern an, givlar to all rellglooadenominabuilding.A large amount of property was conditionthat it will permit the land lines to tions equal rights ad privilegesto Indian nsflrvv
stolen. It has boon shown that the fire was in- fix rates for freight and paes-mgere,has nt last tion«: by Mr. Edmunds, tor tho erection
cendiary, and that plunder was part of the attracted the Attentionof Congress,and will of A ' monument In Washington to Cu»t*r
programme. . ..John Sammit.aged 17, has been probably be investigated.Senator Bailey has. and the men who fell with him. Mr. Balresolution,ordering
sentenced to death at Canton, Ohio, for murder. Introduced a resolution reciting foo facta and ‘rey < submitted
Judiciary Committee to examineand report In
Two other lads of the same age await execution providing for the appointment of a committee the
rtrgtfdto au alleged contract betweentne i'icino
to inquire
aud report what legislationis uecea- railroadsand the Paeifie Mall Steamship Company,
in the same comity for the same
, _____
“>e corn.pt aud what action is necessary to protect the public
interest. Alter the morning hour, Mr. McDonald
Gilley Slave,” holds the boards at Haverly’s i-'f
---------.poke in favor at the hllHor the relief of Gen. ForWASHINGTON.

In severalty to the united band of Peoria Indiana;
by Mr. Whittaker,Tfduclng tbe expenses of taking
pre-emtions and homer leads: by Mr. Kelley, a resolution directing the Secretary of the Treasury to
lurnlsh a statementof the bond* purchased be-

tween the 1st of January, 1841. and the 1st
of -January, : 1869; by Mr. Ward, to reduce the expenses of collecting the revenue:
by Mr. Young lenn.), for the appointmentof a
commission on the method of settlingclaims
against the United Statea; by Mr. Tucker, appropriating #25,000 for the relief of tbe daughter and
tfrEud-iliUKUier ol Zachary Taylor l bj Mr#,
Downey, appropriating $25,000 to protect
aud Improve foe YellowstoneNational Park;
by Mr. Fort, calling on the Secretary of War for
information .aa to the distance and tho coet of s
(

Yo) tbf commerce, bbtu^en |hcf.navigable waters of the Illinois river and thelllinolaand Michcanal

igan

canal,

by way of the

Kanktkec
river; by Mr. Acklen, a bill proposing a
constitutional amendment. The amendment declare* that the Union W lhaeo Uhl*d -Statesshall

t^aiT^

Ay*11

T2X

^
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Theater,in Chicago,this week, with the same

M. De Lesskps was before the House
company that has presented this popular play
before at the same house. This combinationInter-oceanicCommitteelist week. He told

a ton of iron, while a ton

-

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Dxmts .................
#9 00 All 75
Hop a... .............. ...; ...... . 4 75 (<* 5 10
CoTWfelvji ITT, .. . .it • vrvrtr.. , •«»
Floor— Superfine ..>*•*•*••••**#*•
Wheat— No. 2. ...... ......... .. 1 41
Cohn— WesternMixed ..... .‘....iJ ^69
Oat»- Miked .......... ...........47
Rye- Western ............... . ..... 97
Pork— Meaa ............
...... 11 62%
Lard .................
.....
7%
.

.

.'

...

CHICAGO.
Byevib— Choice Graded

5 00
60
Medium to Fair ..........4 40
Hone...,
3 50
Flooh— Fancy White Winter Ex. . 5
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 U0
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 22
No. 8 Spring .............. 1 07
Cohn— No. 2.
Oats- No. 2..
!••••#•***<
Bye— No. 9..
Barley— No. t.
Butter— Choice Creamery ........
Eoae-Freeh ....... ..............
Pork— Meas .........
....... 1
I.A»n ...................
......
Steere .....

Oowaand Heifer*.

....... 2

......

W

.

.

MILWAUKEE.
Whest-^No. I.**..... •'...;.i..«i
No. 9a...

Cork— No, 2 ......................
Oats— No, 2..
Ryr— No. 1 ........................
Bablry— No.
»

9....

tlT ihSSn
fi
treaaon againat Ihe Federal Government, and be
punished , sa such; the. .States’ limits and Wheat— No. I Red Fall ............ 1 92
boundaries to be Inridlate,and the righto of Corn— Mixed......... ............. ' JJ
the Stats to make and enforce its local laws shall
Oats— No.
82
asrStbe Interfered with 'of foe' Federal Govern- By* ........
......
ment; by Mr. Bnckfier, for an adjsnrnment of Pork— MoflU,
.11 ^6
Congress on theSAtiiof May. . A bill was passed to Lard. .....a...... ...... ........... 62
abolish tolls {ttUfLDutoriUjljqd.
Portland canal.
CINCINNATI.
Wheat ..... ....................
’i.-r Cork ............................
Oats ............................
Physician*’Fees Regulated by Law.’ Ryx .............................
Pork— Mess .....................
.11 6216AU 75
*

. .

9.«.....,,.

”W

........

- “ ^7

1

.

Therieeswhich physiciansmay charge

in

Pnvaia for

theur services are regulat-

ed by law, and, according to the moot
recent ordinance, the charge for the
first visit to a sick person is fixed at 2
marks (25 cents standing for a mark),
and 1 mark for each snbseqnentvisit;
where, however, several persons belonging tojhe same family and dwelling in
the pamq home fyayp to. be treated at the
same time,' then, for the second and
each succeedingperson, only tbe half
of those fees, respectively, is ,fca be
charged— the same role Is to apply to
boarding schools and similar institutions ; Also to prisons. When there is a
consultationof several physicians
Wyoming, AssociateJustice of the Bupreme Court
about tho treatment of a sick person,
of New Mexico; 8. Newton Pettis, of Pennsylvania,

a

crime. ,
BiBTUlC4WBELl-8b«.ie*<^*Tb6|3g

making
and a quarter
of coal would be required for the same
result. <; r v ' < m

will generate heat snifioient for

!

^
WHEAT-Amber

............

...

TOLEDO.''*’

* ’

Michigan ..... ... 1 81 A 1
No.2Bed.T7;.; .......
1 89 g 1
Cork -No. 9 .........
49
Oath— No. 9,
88 (J5

A

DETROIT.
00 A
18 d
limber
143^

Flour— Choice ...............

Wheat— No.

1 White ..... . ........ 1
No.
..............
Cork- No. 1 .......................

P0“~M"i

.....

Whxav-No. 9

48
86

_

»

7
1 2T

6

i

'

82
88

1

£

g

i

44

£

iNDf'sNAPb,Li8."1* 30
@ 1 22

1

Bed ................
Core .............................
Oats ....... .......
Pork— Clear ......................
18
.
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solve the Chicago drainage and water

follattil 4%.
HOLLAND

CITY.
I

|t«s.

MICHIGAN.

v

The retinue the Empress of Austria
UVes with her to Ireland is enormous.
Twenty-fivesit down 'in the Steward’s
room, and sWy-flve; in the

servants’

problem, and at the same time give the
a

vast region of country the*

board, via rivers, lakes and canals that The Uly ewtngs her frsgrent belli,
The birds uske rocel ell the trees,
would be navigable by steamers. The And
on the beech long tidel swells
people of the great valley of the Mississippi could not do a wiser thing than to
unite in “a strong pull, a long pull, and
a pull altogether"to push this proposi-

hall every day to meals— ninety in the

household.

i

The New York and

Dresk Into “music of the sees."

Illinois State

HCPGAI

preciousrelic ; it is given of God ;
HEWS.
purposes are sacred to the welfare of
your eternal soul. Bevere it Adore
The salt produced for February was
it Never sharpen your razor on its 113,115 barrels. £/,’' ‘
aged leathern cover, nor allow your sisYabsab is going to have a new railter Bal to place it on a chair to supply
road depot of brick.
the place of a second piano stool when
Evart supplies the Ohio pump facther vonng man wants to hear the “Carnival of Venice" as an instrumental ory in Toledo with timber.
it

is a

duet.

breem

ting their wenderingsong,
And every insect'sburnished throst
Gives forth Ite chirp of reptnre strong,
And every wing Its strident note..
the

My Ups elono send out no aound,

tion into practical efleck

7

its

- Hli Garment'* Bern.
The morning eomea tcrota the hllla—
the green end golden )U11| of June—
benefit of cheap freights from the MisAnd stint the eir with blissful thrills,
sissippi and Missouri rivers to the seaAnd wakes the lenOecspa in to. tone,

commerce of

-

No sign of sharing in the strain;
Yet. Lord, Thou knowtst whet deep wound
la gently doied end eeeed of pain.

One of the grounds on which Mr. Say
Boards of Charitieshave memorialized I seem to touch Thy germsnt's hem
In ell these wond'rousworks of rhlne;
demands a divorce,at Lafayette, Ind.,
Congress relative to the sending of And straightway from ilty heart, through them,
is that his wife, “ althotfghwell knowFlows heeling virtue into mine.
blind, crippled, lunatic,and other in- — TAs C’AwrcAmon.
ing that the plaintiff was a Democrat,
firm paupers by cities or towns in difThe Worship ot Giving.
refuse4 him the privilege of bringing
ferent governments of Europe to the
We
are afraid that “the worship of
Democraticpapers to his house."
United States, to become dependent giving" ia not kept prominentlybefore
the people. The old bngbear of the
John Cox, the Pennsylvania Aboli- upon our charities. * Scarcely a week “contribution box* oooaaion&ny starts
passes when we do not read of the landionist, whose house before the war
np, as if Ohrist’s church was a humble
ing of infirm foreign paupers at Castle seeker oi alms, where people give as to
sometimesconcealed as many as twenty runaway slaves in one night, and Garden. Some of them are among the some poor beggar who merely entreated
as a favor what he has no right to rewhose golden wedding was celebrated most degraded specimens that ever ceive. Giving out of a free heart to
floated out of the European gutters.
in verse by Whittier and Bayard TayGod’s cause is His appointed method of
There is no possibility that in the most carrying forward and sustaining the
lor, has just died at the age of 94.
favorablecircumstances they can ever gospel. “Freely ye have received, freeThe Czar’s cook in the Winter Pal- get a living except by bogging or steal- ly give.” “I never gave to Christ’s
cause since I was a little girl, but that
ace is the object of constant attention ing.
He madd it up to me within six months,”
and supervision, two secret police
said an old lady to me.— Occident,
A Washingtoncorrespondent, who
agents being constantly by his side
The Resurrection Body.

_

on
The paper-rag trade cf Detroit is
not on Sunday, or other about $2,000,000annually.
holy days alone. Although we are told
The State sdld 4,623 acres of land
to ‘search the scriptures,” there is last month, for $78,069.48.
’Tifc well to use the scriptures

secular days—

nothing between the covers of the Bible
The pnblio steam-supply project at
which instructs qs to sit on them.
Jackson
has petered out.
If we would be holy, we mast have a
About $80,000 in prizes will be
sincere reverence for holy things.—
offered at the spring
trots in
Yonkers Gasette. /
Michigan.
Fatal Fifteen.
Thebe is a very light prop of maple

Wat

'

man who arrived at sugar b Michigan this year— almost
the morning, with none, in fact.
blood-shot eyes, careless dress, pale
The Bay City people are taking acface and nervous manner, would have tive measures to improve the roads leadbeen strongly suspected of having in- ing to that city.
dulged in drink. He would have been
It is said that the Vanderbilts are
looked upon with distrust by his emselling out their Lake Shore End MichTime was when

a

his business late in

ployers, disfavor by his friends, despair

igan Southern stock and baying Michiby his relatives and disapproval by the gan Central
moral portion of the oomomnity. • BepThe State Fish Commission had no
robation would have outweighed any
commiserationthat he would have re- money with which to make yonng eels
ceived. Now it is not so. “Fifteen" this year; hence no eels oan be furhas changed it all. It is understood at nished to the public.
The long-lost .brother of John Hobonce that the unfortunateman has been
“trying to do the puzzle," and has been den, of Oshtemo, Kalamazoo county,
unable to find time to eat, sleep ox went out in the Union army in 1861,
dress. He is pitied rather than con- and showed up last week from Texas.
demned, for he has fellow-victimson
At Battle Creek, a few days ago, a
while the meal is being cooked. When has been investigating some new
Have you noticed the change which every side. The pnblio at large is given 12-yeax-old girl took a dose of chloride
processesfor the manufacture of sugar takes place in a porcelainglobe when a over to the considerationof the puzzle. of lime because her mother had puna dish is at length ready, it is tasted by
The ticket-sellers on the “ L ” roads ished her. A doctor relieved her of
two police officials before being served from sorghum and Indian corn, says : light is lighted within it? The dull
forget
to oount their change in the ab- the poison.
“Within the next ten years, and prob- grayish shade gives place to the luto the Czar.
straction that oomes of “almost getting
minous
white.
That
has
seemed
to
me
Piter Debnoyerb,an educated and
ably within the next five years, the
the best analogy to the resurrection it.” Errand boys stop around the cor- elderly resident of Detroit, haa died.
An organization has been effected at productionof sugar within the limits
body of which I could conceive.The ner and pull out their little square boxes His age was 80 years, and ho was eduCanton, Iowa, for the purpose of en- of the United States will supply all the same person, each familiar feature and shove the blocks around desperate- cated at Hamilton College, New York.
gaging in the business of raising cattle demands of our 50,000,000people, and there, but the Spirit of God dwelling ly. The pressmen in the Herald office He left a large estate.
when they finish their night’s work do
and other live stock upon the pastures in this production not only will within and transfiguringus with His
Fifty pounds of powder parsed
light. A disembodied state has no par- not go home as of yore, bat stop to through the late Sagmaw City fire
of the Great West. It is known as the there be a gain annually to the wealth
ticular charm for me. It would make “play fifteen* through the early mornIowa and Colorado Cattle Company; ot the country equal to $200,000,000, me homesick to think of eternity with ing hours. Business men puzzle over safely,and will now be used to burst
np the ineuraacS policy of the man who
capital $1,000,000— shares $50 each. Col. but even our Northern border States no house to live in. The humblest ten- it on their way to and from their offices.
kept it in his store.
W. B. Towne, Mayor of Canton, is Pres- will become self-supporting. In other ement *of glorified flesh seems more at- Clergymen ponder it in their studies.
The Execntive Committee for the
tractive than the fairest spiritual Ely- And yesterdaya man in Broadway, with
ident of the company.
words, from recent discoveries made
Saugerfest to be helifat Detroit report
a
stand
heaped
high
with
“gem
puzzles,”
sium which is all out of doors, a lonely
and new processes applied in the pro- soul in infinite vacancy. At home in became so deeply absorbed in trying to thst $68,500 have- been subscribed to
The Dennis family at Beaucoup, HL, duction of sugar from the raw material,
the required fond of $50)000 for the
the body I long to be, and that is prom- solvo the pnzzle that he forgot to offer
erection
of a music hall ) ,
his
wares
for
sale,
and
paid
no
attenfound bits of glass in the sausage at our sugar-producing belt, from the su- ised.— D?\ A. J. Gordon.
tion
when
a
gamin
stole
one
from
his
The
patent
hay-fork, is the last
breakfast, • and that day the children’s
perior profits of the culture, will within
Thoughts on the Uible.
store, and, going half a block away, sat swindle perpetrated on,, farmers by
teeth crunched powdered glass in their
a few years embra6e all our territory in
To the Christian there is nothing so down to work it oat himself. Dr. Ham- tramps, who go abont asking them to
luncheon at school. The mother con-*, which sorghum or Indian com will come' excessively painful as the arraignment mond declared in the Academy of sign commissions for agencies. The
of science against religion, or the defa- Sciences, on Monday night, that the commission tarns out to be a note
fessed that, wishing her relatives to die
to maturity." r ,
)
: \
mation of the word of God, especially puzzle was an excellentthing for phy- which has to be paid.
in the most horrible manner possible,
in these days of ethical culture. We sicians who treat the nervous disorders
Wm. A. Wood, late President of the
she had planned to kill them with the
Overland travel hitherto has been admit Bob Ingersolland others of bis of the brain. It improved their pracMichigan National Bank, of Kalamaglass.
very hard on the immigrant. Though stamp havegqid many onto things in a tice. It has also been said that for a
zoo, has just died there of pneumonia.
fresh and rosy when they land from the serious manner, impressing the deluded few weeks the nnmber of commitments He had been a residentof the place for
Edison, the inventor,*is devoting his
minds of their audiences to. an extent for lunacy by the Police Justices of the about thirty-fiveyears, and left an
steamships,the pilgrims are so utterly
spare time to experiments with a view
which has more or loss imperiled the city have been far in excess of the estate valued at $500,009.
worn upon their arrival in the far West welfare of their souls. Be that as it
of extracting gold from the Htailings"
usual average, and the officials of the
Bahuev M, Putnjy, eent to Jackson
that they are good for nothing for may, Ingersoll and his flowery tribe Lunatic Asylum were unable to account
thrown away by miners. The best profor ten years in March, 1877, Jrpm the
months. The Union Pacific Company never possessed a mind, entertained a for it until they discovered fifteen pacesses yet invented for treating ores
Recorder's Court, Detroit, for forgery,
thought or expressed a sentiment wor- tients trying to arrange themselves
are preparing a remedy, and the “ yellow
has been pardoned, on* tfje ^presentaleave a considerableamount of the
thy of comparison with those which are in order on a large diagram they
sleeper ’’ will be known before long on
quoted here, in relation to the Bible had marked out on the floor of one of tion of the prison authorities that he
precious metal behind, and Edison
was on his death-bed.
the line of that railroad. The coach is and its teachings.
the halls of the asylnm on Blackwell's
claims to have discovered a process for
Gov. Orobwell has ipooihtetl De
•Guizot says “It is the Bible, the island.
of ordinary size. It is furnished with
extractingthis. If he has done so, he
Witt C. Gage, of Saginaw, Judge of the
Bible
itself,
which
combats
and
triAgainst
the
craze
the
reaction
has
seats made of light wood and set in
will fill a long-felt want and moke a vast
nmphs most efficaciouslyin ibe war be- already begun.
large number of Tenth Judicial Circuit, to fill the vairon frames and with berths which fold
tween incredulity and belief.”
: “
signs have been printed with the in- cancy caused by the resignationof Hon.
up like the berths in Pullman coaches.
The poet Milton has given his opin- scription“Pinafore and Pnzzle Pro- William B. Tennant; also James Byron
The oleomargarine brigade has laid Both the seats and berths are construct- ion in the followingwords : "There hibited," which may be hung up in Jndkins, Judge of the Nineteenth Juhold on the committee of the lower ed of slats, which insures cleanliness are no songs comparable to the songs of drawing-rooms and offices by those who dicial Circuit, in place of Hon. Samuel
D. Haight, deceased.
house of Congress having the bill to and coolness. They are oiled and var- Zion ; no orations equal to those of the have either escaped the popular fevers
prophets, and no politics like thoee or recovered from them.— New York
The many friends of Sojontner
prevent the adulteration of food in nished, preserving the natural color. which the.scriptnres teach."
Herald.
Truth, now 104 years old; gave her a
charge. They declare that their inven- The seats fold up when in use during
Pollok calls the Bible the “ star of
surprise party at her cottage in Battle
Wool Industries.
ion is the same as butter, both being the day, and at night are extended to eternity," while Gowper admits “a
Creek, a few evenings sinoe. The old
Up to December, 1865, the wool-grow- woman was in a state of bewildered deanimal fat, and insist that a delegation form the beds. The upper berths are glory gilds the saored page."
Berridge writes it “a precious store ers and wool mannfactarersof this light, sayipg to a particularfriend who
of Congressmen shall visit one of their divided by a partition about four inches
house and the magna charts of a Chris- country had antagonizedeach other’s came late: “They kept floodin’ and
manufactories and examine the process high, which prevents any selfishly-in- tian." The worthy John Locke gives interests,the rivalry between them hav- floodin' In till I just days, ‘Why, bless
by which it is concocted. A New York clined passengerfrom occupying a whole utterance to tne sentiment: "It has ing the effect to prevent what would my heart, children, war on arth did ye
establishment is making 40,000 pounds one. There are six sections on each God for its author, salvation for its otherwise have been a most rapid all come from, and when in the name of
end."
growth. At that time, it will be remem- common sente are ye goin’ to stop
of oleomargarinea day, and eleven side, and, each section containing two
Dyer gives this excellent advice: bered, there was a joint convention held
other concerns in various parts of the double berths, the car has accommoda- “ Prize the word of God by the worth
at Syracuse, N.Y., and the two industries
The NorthwesternMining Journal
country are turning out a good deal of tions for forty-eight pemons. The heat- of it, that yon may not come to prize it combined, having discovered that what
gives the followingstatemeat of the rethe stuff
ing and toilet arrangements are simple by the want of it.” Carlyle, in speak- would promote the prosperityof the fined copper and mineral sent ont since
but efficient Twenty-five of these ing of the book of Job, says: “1 call one had a like beneficial effect upon the the dose of navigation :
Ingot. Mineral.
Thebe is bow in Paris a Bussian girl coaches will be built, all being painted that, apart from all theories about it, other. Their concert of actioa has since
Ton». IJ*. Tom. Lb*.
one of the grandest things ever written prevented legislation inimical to their
Calumet s«d Heel*. . 3,04K 1,074 39 .1,178
who, at the time the Czar was shot at,
.
with the pen. There is nothing written, progress, and advanced what was best, Atlantic ......................
S66
was living in the Place Alexandra. At
I think, in the Bible, or out of it, of until the value of the wool trade in the Allouez TrluuteCo.. 181 189 ........
Diamond
IributeOo.
091
........
Cold as a Promoter of Mortality.
the first discharge of the revolver she
equal merit/’ while in Sir Matthew United States has multipliedalmost beulacy ................-.
The effect of low temperature on mor- Hale’s works we learn that “ there is no yond belief.
3raoklln ............
14
rushed from her bed to the window, and
Oaceola .............
M0 1,868
tality was recently discussed by the book like the Bible for excelling wisA
correspondent of the New York Pewablr .............46
840
thus witnessed the scene. Struck with Scottish MeteorologicalSociety, the
dom, learning, and use."
1.6M
Tribune gives some facts and figures in Central .............
terror, she crept into bed and curled statement being made, among others,
John Belden claims "there is no this connection which are exceedingly Good Hope Mine....' •s 1.414
P.,8, it Co. Tribute.. 1
1.868
herself in the bedclothes. She had that during December, January, and book upon which we can rest in a dy- interesting. The followingtable shows
February the mortality in the case of ing moment but the Bible.”
ToUl .........
4,19T 9,448 744 1.718
the marvelous increase in production in
scarcely done so when the door opened,
females rises to 11.2 above the average,
To
the
question
“What
is
the the last forty years
The
Detroit
Poet
and Tribune puba well-dressedmen entered, advanced
but to not more than 7.8 per cent, among Bible?" Dr. Waldo Henry Bichardson
Poiinil*. lishes returns from sil parts ot the
to her bed, saijl to her, “Bemember males. According to Dr. Bnchanan, once replied : “ It is a book given of 1888 .........
State, giving encouraging reports rela18W0 ........
that if you say a word to help the police one of the participants in this discussion, God, containing the principles of Chris.........
tive to the condition of the wheat crop.
you are a dead woman,’’ and disap- there are not sufficient data as yet to tianity and the rule for its guidance." 1877 .........
Out ot all returns only eight or ten are
decide haw much of the excess is due to
From this it will be seen that the in- decided in their tenor that the wheat
Hon. Bobort Boyle as-erts “ it is a
peared, closing the door behind him.
sex, how much to occupation,and how matchless volume; it is impossible we crease from 1860 to 1877 was at the rate
crop is seriously injured. A very few
The nex^day the girl left Bussia, and much— say to their boots and other
eon study it too much, or esteem it too of 246 per cent
others note the fabt that some damage
fashions. And farther, he states that a /highly."
has never ventured to return.
The capital now employed by manu- has been inflicted, bat not as yet to
comparison of the meteorologicalwith
,G. Gilfillan, in writing of its holy facturers is abont $300,000,000, and this such an extent bnt that abont an averFob the first time in sixteen years the mortality returns shows, in a strik- character, remarks: “The Bible is a gives employment, directly and indi- age yield may be expected. The other
ing manner, the influence of particular mass of beautiful figures; its words and rectly, to 200,000 persons. Join to returns are very enoonraging. It is
the American Missionary Associationis types of weather in largely increasing or
ita thoughts are alike poetical; it has these estimates the capital and nnmber true, however, that March is always the
free of debt. During the past year it diminishing the number of deaths from gathered around iu central troths all cf people engaged in wool-growing,and
trying month of the year for the wheat
paid off an indebtedness ot $37,389. particular diseases. Periods of unusual natnral beauty and interest; it is a tem- some idea may be formed of the magni- crop, and much injury may yet be sufAmong the colored people of the South cold, for instance, combined with damp- ple with one altar and one God, but il- tude of the wool industry. It is de- fered. .
ness, in the end of autumn, have a proclared that 80 per cent of the raw matean important work has been accom- portionally increased mortality from luminated by a thousand varied lights, rial used in car factories is produced The Jackson Patriot is informed by
and studded with a thousand ornaone of the leading temperance men of
plished by the association. It has at scarlet and typhoid fevers; of cold with
here, leaving very little to be imported, that city that the Attorney General of
ments."
present in the Southern States eight dnmets in spring, have an increasedmorIt is a belief in the Bible, says Goethe, and it will be only a short time before the State haa expressed the opinion
chartered institutions,twelve high tality from brain diseases and whoop- which has served me as the guide of my wool growers will be able to supply a that a constitutionalamendment caning-cough; of cold in waiter, have an moral and literary work.
foreign demand.— Toledo Blade,
not be voted upon at the spring townschools and twenty-four common
enomoualy increased fatality from all
Bouaseaa
acknowledges that “the
ship’olections.If this be so, the preschools,with a total of 163 teachers
The LUfcdns.
bronchial affections;afd ot heat in majesty of the scriptures strikes me
posed amendment of the Prehibitionand 7,207 pupils, in all of which Chrisa startling, and, in with astonishment,"and Ooleridge hath
The valuable real estate in Kentucky ists, forbiddingthe manufacture of anytian knowledge and character are a many oases, an appalling death-rate said “I know the Bible is inspired."
on which still stands the honse where thing that can intqxioato within the
Had we the space it would be an easy the grandmother of Abraham Lincoln limits of the State, it will be impossifeature of the.instruction.In addition from bowel complaints.
task to add the testimony of hundreds was boro, has been recently sold, and ble to snbmit to the people until the
there abont 5,200 Sunday-school scholA somewhat foolhardy act has been who have read and be ieved in the su- the mother of Hon. H. Chrisman, the State election following the next sesars under its charge.
performedat Gafais by an actress, who premacy of {he Bible. Statesmen, sci- well-known lecturer on “isms,” who re- sion of the Legislature,or November,
entered the lions’ cage at the menage- entists,Princes and Kings have revered sides iu Abingdon, Knox county, 111, 1882, because, the last
The Chicago Journal says: The rie, and there reoited Victor Hugo’s its saored pages, while infidels and has jnst received one-third the pro- ing ordered the vote to
thing to do is to enlarge the Illinois “ Caravane." Her musical voice evi- atheists, in the eleventh hoar, have left ceeds. Lincoln’s grandmotherwas the April of this year, it
dently had the additional effect of a testimony as to its being the only daughter of the original grantee to incompetent to vote
and Michigan canal into a ship canal,
“soothing the savage breast,"as the guide to eternal life, and “the confes- whomihe Government gave a grant of November next
and improve the connecting Illinois lions never attempted to interrupt her sions of a death-bod are seldom false." 6,000 acres of land for Revolutionary the scheme, as also
river to the same end. This would performance,
_
Beader, respect the old family Bible; services.— CTiicGGO7 imes
increase the Governor’s salary.
’
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Saturday, March 20. 1S80,

all factory

The Grand

Haven Herald of

We

present

.

the

name of Edwin

Baxter of Grand Haven at a candidate fur

Attorney General. We do

this well know*

ing that it is an honorableposition,requiring strict integrity,and demanding a high
order of legal ability.This position has

been filled by men of mark in'oor State,
and no inferior man should be placed on
tiie ticket for that position. In Edwin

man

Baxter of this city we have the right

importantoffice. Mature in years,

tor that
a

neys

and

dose legal student, in good health, as

a

not help
or use

H. Meyer

Co.

As

them unless they got out doors
Bitters, made of the purest

and best remedies, and specially for such
shine and rosy cheeks in them. None
will

use them

Not worth a

freely.

column.

trifle. Bee another

a

red cent. —This is

what

I

had said about every advertisedmedicine
I

had used, until 1 tried Dr. Thomas’ Ec-

have used

lectric Oil. Sinoe I

lawyer ready, clever, and comprehensive, effectuallyin my family, for colds, sore
and habits of applicationto whateverhe throat and rheumatism, Ac., I cheerfully
undertakesfar more fixed and persevering

recommend it to all. Sold by D.

-

than is usual among lawyer* of long Meengs, Holland, Mich.
<«i » -practice. He would btfng to the disA Fiiee Book

charge of the duties of

-

R.

—

01 nearly 100 largo octavo

the position talents

pages for the sicE. Full of valuable
a superior order, integrity, character,
notes—by Dr. E. B. Foote,—on Sciofula;
and an experience in the law practice acDiseases of the Breathing Organs; Disquired by a long residence in Michigan
eases of Men; Diseases of Women; Aches
and exclusive attention to the study and
and Pains; Heart Troubles;and a great
of

practice of its laws in its courts. He has

always been a straight Republican.He
is

known

a profund lawyer, the careful

as

jurist, and the upright citizen.Let his

name

able. Bent
6-0

_

stamp. Address
HILL PUB. CO.,

for three cent

m

MURRAY

No. 129 K. 28th

§

cat to.

St., N.

Y.

the business of the State would
be in good hands.” The Heiald says WILMS— Monday, March Mb. 1880, alter a painful iilneaa, Hany Oliver,oldcat son of P. H. and
nothing too much, and we can add that
Mary E. N. Wilms, aged eight years, five months
Judge Baxter has been more than once
and thirteen days.
1

as Circuit Judge,

that he has filled the office of Judge of

and

Probate,

is

Haven and

WORMS

PIN

And highly recommended

for

the pure of

EPILEPTIC FITS.
And

the cure of various forms of convulsions and Nervous A (ho lions and
Blood Purifier. It coutaius
\
for

no

CALOMEL OR JALAP.

will

castor oil or other physics are necessary to be
taken after nslng this medicine. I herewith publish a few of the many names of personsthat have
used this medicine.

special llatUtf.

County.

have

In this particular business it ought to

a medal.

mand

It says:

"The Hollanders de-

on the Republican county
ticket next fall, And their claim is a just
and fair one. Conceding Allegan county
now to have a population of 40,000, onek place

fifth of that

number are of Holland birth

descent Three of

and

the towns of our

I

IETJK

copper, rags, etc., at the first ward hard-

ware store of

J.

New Maple

VAN DER VEEN.

Sugar, Hickory Nuts, and

fresh roasted Peanuts,which we roust our

day

4-tf

self, every

A new

fresh, at the

CITY BAKERY.

lot of ctuiice fresh Figs, Dates,

c«)uuty— Fillmore, Laketown and Overysel Oranges, Lemons and Cocoanuis,at
are nearly wholly populated by

PESSINKS.

Hollanders,

while there is considerable of a Holland
population in the

towns of

Allegan,

Heath, Manlius, Saugatuck fend other
towns

of our

county besides. Tbe Repub-

licans of Allegan county elected tbe first

W.

Hollander, Hon. Jan

Garvelink, to the

legislature.The Hollaod-Americans of
our county

now

present the name of

John

F.

TO

WHOM

IT

MAY CONCERN:

This la to ccrtlfrthat we have used Steketec’s
Worm Destroyer, and found it an excellent medicine. It does all Mi. Uteketee claims tor it.

PETER KORNOELJE.

DeJONOE.
R.8TUIT.
WHITE.
W.C. MERVEXNE. A.WELMKKS.
M.

WE8TBRLIK).

EDWARD

RIPLO.

PRICE

25

A. VAN OP-OWL.
JOHN Dk VRIES.

CENTS.

man

in

whom

perfectly

and

the county finances will be

safe. He is

withal

an ardent

8CHOUTEN,

GEO. G. STEKETEE,

M. D.

2,000 Bottle* Sold from January
1880. to February 14, 1880.

1.

allegiance to

any

political

party, but stand ready to back up our per-

Banal friends regardless of

10

HARRINGTON.

A Cokplete assortmentof Spectacles
to suit the different qualities and

Winter Dress

Goods.

FRESH SUPPLY OF

GROCERIES,
CROCKERY,
Come aud
O.

see our

Etc.

New Goods.

Van Fatten

to

Sons.

MEAT MARKET
—

IN THE

W. BUTKAV,
J,

Holland. July

VAN ZOEREN.

1878.

Human

COT.TONS

I mm Hoidor; I Rubhar-UpP.pcil ; II to« F.nvel.
ihetu Am Piper; I |I.M Book:
Potm,
inr te
Md L hineM Secret for (louing Soon, (bif Boot, .cHinr
ie
liken, i J'lrru,
mi.) All rant for
(Liub. 1871.)Cl IOI BOOK WJ.
Row done j.
UL. BordfUwm.
BordeaU

tktf

ages of

Misery!

Jutt pijWltherf. In a Sealed Envelope,price 6

cent*.

Bottom Prices.

A Lecture on the Nature, T real men t and
Radical cure of Seminal Weakness, or Sp^rniutorrho-a,induced by Sell Abuse. Involuntary Emsisions. impntency.Nervous Debility, and Impedifine selection of crepe and o‘her ruchings,
menta )o Marriage generally;Con-nniption,EpiTorchon.Briton and Russian Laces,
lepsy, and Kit*: Mental and Physical fncapncltv,
very nice and cheap.
etc.-By ROBERT J. CULVEBWKLL. M.D..
author of the •• Green Book,” etc.
Embroideries,the largest assortment In the city
The world-renowned author. In this admirable
CORSETS, FROM 25cts. UPWARDS.
lecture, dearly proves from Ills own experience
that the awful consequencesof Sell-Abusemay be
Machine Needles for nil kinds Machines. effectuallyremoved without medicine, and without
dangerous snrglcaloperations,Imnglc*,Instrument*, ring*, or cordials; pointing out a mode of
cure at once certain and effectual,by which every
sufferer,no matter what hi* condition may he. may

GINGHAMS OF EVERY COLOR.

A

GROCERY DEPARTMENT

cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.

&rmt

The

bent

pwre

a boon to Ihoutand*

Pent, under real, in a plain envelope, to any nddres*, on receipt of six cents, or two postage

stamps.
Address the

Publishers,

19-1

v

Oat Meal kept on hand.
P.

Ul

lecture will

and fbootundt.

Pickles, (In
or bottle), etc. Coffees very cheap and of the
best quality.

Holder:
Ofttij12

14.

The Great Cause

Bleached and Unbleached

bri.

MTPI|

10,000

TEE CUL7EIWELL UEDICAL

& A. STEKETEE.

11

RrBHELS BfCSETFS, of vhlrh I

WAN

CO.,

Ass St., Hsvtork; Poat Offlee Box. 4566.

$350?S5"SS

U to
LtD "a.

I CUlnakeDucktjrc Pile Ointment, Ware:ciirthUt. AJiltnt wllh Hump, Dr. J.N.T»bl«T,at

sight, just received, at

Drug Store.

J. O. Dobbbuho’s

saying that the democrats will

AND A BEBUTIFUL VARIETY OF

cent Shirting ap to very nice Cash80c and 75c, variety of colors

Canned Com. Tomatoes, Salmon,

finest in

political faith.

As to the nomination of Mr. Eppink, we
feel safe in

The

the market, at

enthusiasticstalwart republican.”

We owe no

and Ginghams,

5-4w

received at Harrington'sa fresh

supply of Mackerel in kits.

E. J.

Colors,

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkatc A
Son’s Hardware Store.

J# Complete.

.

all

Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes

for 37c,

at

Worm
TAKE NO OTHER.

Just

Flannels of

or

Sole Proprietor.

Respectfully,

From the
meres

C.
A. 8.

to

R. A.

kinds,

all

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kind*
of. Meats and Hansages. By promptness and fair

DRESS GOODS

J.

Whereas I am not accustomed to send
statementsof account, L respectfully re- 83
Street, &&AHD EAPIDUICH,
quest all those who owe me an account of
Ask yonr Druggist for
longer standingthan one year to come and
settle within sixty days. All the remainDastroyer
ing accounts after that time will be placed Steketee’s
in the hands of requisite authority to collect the same.

52-tf

Horse Blankets,

FIRST 'WARD.

& A. Steketee

ation, knowing as we do that gentleman

to be an honest, upright, and honorable

AM.

AmU/nee of MorUjoqe.
Post. Atl'y for leljt Broom, mid At h nee

keeps constantly on hai d

roar Druggist or dealers In Medicinesdo not
It for sale .send direct to the undersigned.
Each bottle has my hand bill around.the bottle In
the English and Holland languages and has the
direction*more fttllythan on the bottle.

Take Notiee.

H. Eppink for the office of county treasurer and we cheerfully second the nomin-

Bit A

Underwear,
Woolen Yarns,

-

purchaseall kinds of scrap-iron,lir<i8s, have

0tt

All kinds of

scribedas follows: the east fifty feet of lot
numbered nine. (9) block tbirty-two, (83) in the
Village (now City) of Holland
Dated February37th. A. I). 1880.

If

The AUegan Journal takes great pleasure
in making tickets, and for the efficiency

Consistingof

No worm loxcngos, worm cakes or syrups are
known to destroy this trouble-tome disease. No

carry them in ills boaom.’’

Ottawa

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

COTTONS,

thirty-eight
and no suit or proceeding at law, or in equity, having been institutedto
recover tbe said debt secured by said mortgage,or
any part thereof; Mno, Ihertfore, nollct it hevtby
ffieen that by virtue of the power of sale in said
mortgage contained, and of the atatnte lit such
case made and provided, said mortgage will be
foreclosed by a sale of so much of the mortgaged
premises as may be neccessary to satisfy the
amount due on said mortgage, with interest to
the date of said sale, and costa and expenses allowed by law, and also an attorneys fee of twentyfive dollars as lu said mortgage provided,and
that for the purposes of ssld foreclosureon
day, the first day of June, A. D. 1880,*
at one o clock In the afternoon of said day, at the
front door of the Court House In the City ol Grand
Haven. Ottawa County. Michigan, (said court
house being the place of holding the circuitcourt
In the county tn which the said mortagageri premises are situated)there will be sold at public vendue to the highest h dder, the lands describedIn
•aid mortgage or so ranch thereof as may bo ne
cessary to satisfy the amount due on said mortgage. with Interest to tbe date of ssld sale, ami
including the costs and expensesof ssle. and an
attorneys fee of twenty-fivedollars as in said mortgage provided, which said lands are describedas
follows, to-wit: all of that •ertaln niece or parrel
of land situated in tbe city of Holland. In tbe
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, de-

J. C.

“ He shall gather the Iambi In ilia arms and

held in high esteem as a

Citizen of Grand

Destroyer.

Especially adaptedto destroy what Is
known as the

that in most cases these diseases are cur-

after

prominently mentioned

Worm

-

Qas Just arrived at

Thm«

variety of Chronic Diseases, with evidence

be placed upon the republican ticket

of the Btale for Attorney General
and it would add strength, and give
confidence to the people that here-

STEKETEE’S

or

Bleached and unbleached

cents,

it very

WINTER STOCK

DRY GOODS

Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, on June
sixteenth, A. D. 18TB, In Llhcr *• 4 " of mortgages
on page 479,) by said Tennis Bos to Daniel Weymar; and which mortgageand the promissorynote
collateral there*ithwere duly assigned,by a
deed of assignment, dated Februarytwenrt -fourth,
A. D. 1881, and which assignment was dnlv recorded in the offlee of the Register of Deeds of
Ottawa County, on February twenty sixth. A. L>.
1880, In Liber '‘4" of mortgages. pageS-W. by said
Daniel Wevranr to letje Braara, of the city of
Holland,Michigan, on which said mortgage there
Is claimedto he due at th* date of this uo^ce th
sum of one hundred and ninety-nine dollars and

cases, having abundance for health, sun

need suffer if they

A

or ALL KIR DS

G.

Hop

They cost but

having been made In the conditions
of payment of a certain mortgage made and
executedby Kulutjc Arendse and Willem A remise,
of Holland, Ottawa county, Michigan, to Teunts
Bos, of thn same place, dated May twenty-ulnth,
A. D. 1874, and which tnoiigage was duly recorded
iu the offlee of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
couuty, on June twenty -alxth, A. D. 1874, at 1
o’olock. p. m., iq Liber “Y” of Mortgages, on
page 589, and which said mortgage and the prom
Issory note collatteraltherewith,' wefe duly assigned by a deed of assignment,duly acknowledged, dated June ninth, A. D. 1879, (and which
assignment wa« duly recorded In the offleo of the

xJ

WALL PAP Ek.

urinary troubles, and all the

FALL

r^EFAULT

CLOUT

OIL

appetite, languid, miserable

phyaiciani and medicine in the world can-

says:
"

poor

the operatives palid

feelings,poor blood, inactive liver, kid

week

last

woik, gives

Mortgage Sale.

Stock of

CARPET,

Close confinement,careful attention to

faces,

THE ATTOENEY GENEEALSHIP.

New

Factory Facts.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

a tough job to present a man who is
Try the Sour Mash and Rosario Cigars,
as well, let alone better, fitted for the office at Pcssinks, they are N<>. 1 and heat every
of county treasurer, and who can take thing you ever saw before; also, fine cut

have

with him so much of the good

will of his

neighbors. His career as a business man
is sufficient to start

him

out of his

tobacco, something new. We have good
fine cut tobacco for 40 cents per pound.
4-tf

own

town with a very large minority.

ItthwtocmcntG.
Lippincott's Xagailne.

Probate Order.
The Xtb Chapter of Dr. Oswald’s "Sumraerlund Sketches,”which is the opening
paper in Lippincott’s Magazine for April,
describes the ruins of Uxmal, that mysterious buried city of the

New

attests the existence,at

World, which

some former

per-

iod, of a race of builders on tills Continent

rivaling those of Nineveh in the grandeur
of their designs, in mechanical skill, and
in amplitude of
Central

New

means. “Three Lakes

York”

is

of

a pleasantly written

STATE OP MICUIOAN,

County of Ottawa, (>1.

At a ucmIod of the Probate Court of the county
of Ottawa, holden at the probate offleein the
city of brand Haven In raid county, on Tues-

day the Rlxtcenthday of March, in the year
one thousand eight hundred and eighty
Present: 8>*trrL L. Tat*, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Cornelia 3. Doesburg, deceased.
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
of HeriDBnns Doeeburg. praying among other
things for the probate of an loMrumeutinwriting. tiled In this Mart, purporting to be the lust
will and teetament of raid Cornelia 8. Doeabnrg.
deceased, and that administration thereof may be
granted to him, raid petitioner, as executor.
Thereupon It la ordered, that
the

Monday

and well illustratedaificle, by Frank H. twelfth day of April next, at one o'clock in
Taylor. In “The English Workingman the afternoon be assigned lor the hearing of raid petition. and that the heir* at law of the raid deceased,
and Commercial Crises,” the first of two and all other persons interertedin said estate, are
papers by Octave Thanet, tbe writer traces required to appear

at a session of said court, then to
be holden at tne probate offlee. in Grand Haven. In
the effects of political changes, legislation, said county, and chow cause. If any there be. why
thepraverof the petitioner should not be granted:
commercial panics, and other influences And it Is furtherordered, that said petitioner give
on tbe condition of the laboring classes, notice to the persons Interested in said estate of
the pendency of said petition and tbu hearing
with the view of elucidatingwhat may be thereof, by causing a copy 6f this order to be
published in the •* Holland City News.” a newsjustly termed the most perplexing problem
paper printed and circulated in sold county of
of modern civilization. Mrs. Mary Treat Ottawa, for throe successiveweeks, previous to
said day of bqarlug.
describes “Af Phase of Life in Florida.”
A true copy, (Attest.) Samuel L. Tate.
fi-fw.
Judge of Probate.

*

Dr. R. Osgood Mason' has an instructive
article “Concerning

Animalcules.”Dr.

A

full supply

of

Dulles gives practical suggestionsabout
<(Eating;” and to anonymous writer gives
an account of

Caskets,

“The Red Cock,” the name

:

Coffins,

SHROUDS.

applied to successive revolutionarytintbreaks of the Russian peasantry during and
the last half century.

UNDERTAKER'S SUPPLIES.
1

number contains a fresh instalment of “Adam and
Eve,” a popular serial by the author of
“Dorothy Fox
short stories by Sherwood
Bonner, author of “Like unto Like;” and
Mrs. Lizzie W. Champney^aoda story
of Russian life and character, by Vera
Lapoukhyu, The “Monthly Gossip” is

:

EL Meyer & Co.

In the way of fiction this

unusually full aod entertaining.

FOR SALE.
AT

greatly reduced prices, 45 ftfet front
Eighth street,betweeu Cedar anid jitrk
For furtherinformationapply to
H. DOES BURG.
Holland, March 18, 1800.

iV

FOB SALE.

Is a compound of the virtues of sarsaparilla, stillinKia, mandrake, yellow dock, with
the iodide of potash anti iron, all powerful
blood-making, blood-cleansing,and life-suaPain cannot ilay where it in o»efl. It I* tho cheapcM medicineever made. Five drop* cover n surtaininpr elements. It is the purest, safest, face at large a* the hand. One (lo*e cure* common Sore Throat. One bottle ha? enred bronchitis-.

and most

effectual alterative medicine

known

or availableto the public. The sciences of medicine and chemistry have never
produced so valuable a remedy, nor one so
potent to cure all diseases resulting from

Aftxfern A rp0»ay* that editors

hens must sCmtcb

for a Htlng.

and

bar fixtures, looking-glass,etc.
For further particularsInquire of the owner.

WM.TJJN HAGEN.

IIoLLAxn,March

10,

!®0. *

5

7w

standing. It cure* Swelled Neck, and

all othe^Turnor*.
Rheumatism.

Muscle*, Stiff Joint*, Spinal Difficulties, and Pain and soreness In

any

Neuralgia, Contraction of the
part, no matter whore It

may

impure blood. It cures Scrofula and be, nor from what cause it may arise, It always doe* you good. Twenty five cents’ worth ha* cured
all scrofulous diseases. Erysipelas, bad ca*o* of Chronic aud Bloody D/ientety. One teaspoon ful cures Colic In fifteenminutes. It will
Rose, or St. Anthony's Fire, Pimples
and Face-grubs,Pustules, Blotches, cure any case of Piles that It is possible to cure. Six or eight upplica’lon? are warrantedto cure any
Bolls, Tumors, Tetter, Humors, case of Excoriated Nipples or InflamedBreast. For Bruises, II applied ofteh and bound up, there I*
Salt Rheum, Scald-head, Ring-worm. never tho slightestdiscolorationto the skin. It stops the pain of a Burn a* soon as app'fed. and I*
Ulcers, Sores, Rheumatism, Mercurial a positive cure for Chilblains, Frosted Feet, Bolls.Warts, Corns, and Wounds of every description on
Disease, Neuralgia, Female Weak- man or heart. Price, 50 cent* and $1.00. POSTER, MILBURN «fc CO., Sole Prop'rs, Buffalo.N. Y
nesses and irregularities,Jaundice,
Go* to D. R. MEENGS for Mrs Freeman’* New National Dye*. For brightness and durabilityof
Affections of the Liver, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation,and General Debility. color they are nneqmilfcd.Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15 cents.
.

_

By iu searching anil cleansing qualities
it purges out tbe foul corruptions which
contaminatethe blood ami cause derangement and decay. It stimulates and enlivens
tbe vital functions, promotes energy and
strength,restoresflun preserves health, and
infuses new life and vigor throughouttbe
whole system. No suffererfrom any disease which arises from impurity of tbe
blood need despair who will give Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla a fair trial.
It is folly to experimentwith the numerous low-priced mixtures, of cheap materials,
and without medicinal virtues, offered as
blood-purifiers, while disease becomes more
firmly seated. Avkr's Sarsaparilla is a
medicine of such coucentratedcurative
power, that it is bylar the best, cheapest,
and most reliable blood-purifierknown.
Physicians know its composition, and proscribe it.. It has been widely Mod. for fortv

yean, and has won the
dence of millions whom

It

unqufilineil confi-

1879.

FALL AND WINTER. 1879.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gl<»ve«,

And

ucw.

silk:

MIS

l7&

AdtlrwA, The Beverly Con Chltasu

ETGIHTET

SENT FREE

tw to#;» CaBH pur RSfk

to

(Ilk

at

hnnsor traveling.

Clunking and Heady

and Worsted, Perforated Paper, in

Prepared by

Dr. J. C. Ayer fc Co.,
FrmcUMkl and Analytical CUemtiU,
Lowell, Matt.
bold nr all nnunotst* evertwrerb.

Slut wig, Circulars.

Made

Cloaks, all kinds of Worsted Goods, Germantown Wool

has benefited.

/''VXE large Ice-box, handsomelyfinished up, also

The

Fifty cent*' wonh ha? cured an Old StandingCough. It positivelycure* Catarrh, A?thma and Croup.
Fifty cents' worth ha? cured Crick lu the Back, and the ramo quantity La no Back of eight year.-’

s.

till colo/a.

a full line of

and orafe-

yan den berge,

STREET -

*

•

• -

U

OX^-A-ND,

MICH

.>

rh

A
ilottiuti
Bohstlap

Spring bag come.

in this city to any appreciable

stock of

celebrated

extent.

•

Mr. Verwey, the new editor of the
on Thursday last, with

his

-HM.

i.

WARD
Earlware Store
FIRST

Qrondrut, arrived

the First Ref. Church.

& Kramer

Boot

was not

Sr. Patrick’s day

is

Next Sabbath,Rev. J. W. To Wlnkel
of Kalamazoo will occupy the pulpit of

on 'Friday morning—

left

firm new foundation of stone

being put under the M. B. Church.

t»

and Eighth

Cor. of Fish

The

steamer

Muskegon

the Chicago route about April

The schooners Four Brothers and
Plugger will load for Mr.

J.

will

Knol in a

Our

will be put on
1st,

F.

Small mau.

-few days with ties.

S:0:A:P:S

Sts*

AND

Baking Powders

folks were entertainedon

Wednesday evening and Thursday afterneon; by the exhibition of the panorama

and

be commanded by Capt. J.

little

And WhoieMleDealer*In SPICES,

WOODEN WARE,

BRAND RAPIDS

the approaching weddings
Nathan Kenyon, hardware dealer at
mention: Mr. Albert Bloemers witl»'|i(,njtt|)Ug made an assignment. Or. Rap•farewellsermon on Sunday, Apiil llih, in Miss T. Schanp, and Mr. Otto J. Behan
ids Ikmocrat. Mr. Kenyon was a banker
the Third Reformed church.
with Miss Alice Dalman.
in this city two years ago.
--- While
in
Grand
Haven
the
other
day
Rev. Dr. PHifcip Phelps. Jr. formerly
By glancingthrough our business cards
president of Hope College, left for Boston we inquired lor our friend Lee, of the
our readers will see that Dr. R. B. Best has
on Thursday last, to attend un anti-secret NewJoumal, and “Mine Bob” informed
settled again In his old place In the town
us that he had gone to Jackson— “got
society conventionto be held there.
his edn

set. The people are happy

of O ver\j

trusted for a clay pipe.”

Work

on the

new

him

now

school-house is

prdgressing fast, a large force being en-

The

lljlle coasting schooner,

De Hone,

back.

’i

.

;

lighlhousckeeperinforms us

that'' pleasure yacht

when

It.

METROPOLITAN

RESTAURANT,

to see

Boney Carpenter, Prop’r

;

,

A

she sniia.

there is a channel containing eight feet of

entirely differentfrom what she did a

^

Our post office had a narrow escape
water, and that the channel oa leaving tl,eyfrom flre oD 8un(, ,ftcril00n
a
harbor is close to the end of the sout' *
defectivestovepipe.The presence of

pier.

< w*

ago.

weeks

of

OTTSTEIR

ft

HOUSE

,

The rumor seems
number

Thli U at present the most popular

founded lhat a

well

mind of Mm. Verbeek saved the premises
have resolved to erect a monument to the
was a severe blow for Mr. and Mrs from receiving serious damage.
memory of the late Dr. J* W. Bull, dls
P. H. Wilms to lose their oldest boyJ
enverer
of that wonderful remedy, Dr.
Grand Haven Democrats every mother’s
Harry., on Monday lost, aged eight years.]
Bull’s Cough Syrup.
Lung fever seems to be almost iucurabl son of them, oppose the nomination of
-«•»Sammy
Tilden, and most all of them
this winter.
Hard to beat— The California horse,

J.

VAN DER VEEN,

Prop’r.

Nos. 12 and 14 Canal Street

A large aMortroent of

STOVES

-

-

OppositeSweet’* Hole).

You

Of ibe beat quality,at Tatlone price*. A complete

Kingsland.

bought

a heifer,two

and

ing 1,015 (Miunds. What farmer can beat

this? The heifer goes

to

Grand Haven,

j

Mr. Alfred J. Knight filled his engagement in this city on Saturday night
last to the eminent satisfaction of the
lovers of Shakespearean characters. He
is worthy of the best houses the country

1879.

88-«rao.

MUSIC.

Chicago Timet says. Full telegrnpl

are large numbers of the Harris reports from eleven states show that

whea
Smith Safety Lamps exported to foreign is generally in excellentcondition. The
countries which shows that safety in use winter has been a remarkable one, but,
of kerosene is appreciatedby foreigners everything considered, not unfavorable.
as well as ourselves. For sale, at P. & A. It is estimated lhat the yield will be 60 per
Steketee.
cent, greater than last year.
will be held In the

The

township of Holland,on Thursday, April
one o’clock P. M.

in the

made

effort will be

at home, and

feel

to

to

make

minis-

kindness and alacrity.

FINE L1CIU0RS and CIGARS

roads are drying up and improve

we once more call the attention
farmers who are holding wheat, to

fast, and

town house,

of our

Regular Meals only

I have opened a store on Eighth street.In the city
of Holland, for the purpoaeof displaying and sailing

25^0*8.

WARD

FIRST

MUSICAL

DRUG STORE,

INSTRUMENTS

Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.

•

A People’s Caucus

in their season,

ALWAYS ON HAND.
The

There

GAME

ter to your wants with

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

1st at

-can aflord.

Holland. Nov. 1,

Meengs, Hollond,Micb.

a half years old,

from Mr. W. Mulder, of Fillmore, weigh-

you

HARDWARE,

Si. Juiien,has beaten Rarus’ great trotting
TINWARE, GLASS
caucus was held on Sat- Illinois.—Gd. Haven New* Journal.
record, reducing the time to 2.12^, but
urday evening last and three delegates
FEED-CUTTERS, CORN-FHKLLKR8.
List of letters remaining in the post nothing has been found equal to Dr. Tho.
were elected to the County Covention,as
And all kinds of Farming Implement*.Repairfollows: Simon Schmidt, Wm. J. David- office at Holland,Mich., March 18, 1880: mas’ Eclectric Oil for rheumatism,sprains, lug of Tinware neatly done on abort notice.
J. VAN DKR VKKN.
son, W. II.
r Cynthia Rathbon, II. Y. Shlrly, Caroline stiff Joints or bruises. Sold by D. R.

A Greenback

will find all

and every

stock of

favor the nomination of Senator Davis of

Gaedirke.

THE CITY OF GRaND RAPIDS,

IN

prominent citizensof Baltimore

It

Mr. John Lisman, wholesale butcbdK

MICH.

Derrick’* Baking Powder Is tho mo*t popular
article n»e4 at preeent. If von have not tried it,
then go and a*k your grocer for
60-em.

The schoonerTempest, is receiving new
gaged in finishingnp. The new furnaces is being fixed up handsomely. She is receiving a new deck, cross trees, topmast, davits, yawl, booms and gaffs, and a coat
are both in use and give good satisfaction.
etc., and will have the appearance of a of paint; all of which will make her loo*;

Our

etc.

22 South Division St.

the Pilgrim’s Progress.

Among

Rev. H. Uiterwijk will preach

Co.

Manufacturersof

family. Welcome, welcome!

display a fine fresh

groceries. /

&

Tolford, Goodrich

or THS

BEST MANUFACTURE,
to nominate candidates for the several
SUCH A*
Mr. Bonbt Carpenter, of Grand town offices,and make a double ticket. take the earliest opportunity to bring it
to market. Elsewhere wo publish the re- Steinway Pianos,
Rapids, was in town on Thursday last,
By order of many Citizens.
sult of an investigation through eleven
Uazelton Bros, Pianos,
and reported a general burst up among
wheat-growing
Slates,
with
the conclusion
Chickering Pianos,
Sixty years ago there were about as
ThU new etore will keep a-fnll supply of the beet
israin speculators in that city. Our farmers
and flneat
that
an
increase
of
sixty
per
cent,
of
Oabler Pianos,
many
Odd
Fellows
in
this
country
as
one
will please take notice and remember
And many other make* of excellent quality.
might number on his fingers.Now there wheat may be expected. If this don’t
what we advised them some time back.
Ktiiciuti frimitti Mil illicit, Cigin,
Among the
bring
wheat
down,
we
will
not
be
alone
are over 000,000 in 6,500 lodges. The anWriting Matwrial, Snuff,
A fight between a bald-headed eagle nual receiptsof the order are $5,000,000. in laboring under a mistaken idea.

Dr.E,.A.Scfcouteii,

and

a bull belonging to Mr.

gheny, Pa., occurred last Tuesday.

It

about to come off victorious
bull was badly hurt

We

-

gan.

lasted half an hour, and the eagle was

when

An

help

battle,

movement

will receive the necessary

encouragement to create a united

effort.

Colony Fair would be a great step in

advance

for the real progress ot inlelligen

farming.

We

was

I..F. Bangs, Sec'y.

Stori.

and

crew missing

Holland, Jnn.

doubtless drowned.

Lamont.”

store on Sunday afternoon, and ran away,

westward, turning on Cedar

street,

up

have often heard

it insinuated dur-

to Hope College

grew

less

coming

In contact with a

and had damages, aside from

A

St. Patrick’s day was observedby our

the shade tree.

Irish citizens,in a quiet, pleasant way.

The

true. Prof. Chas. Scott, Vice Presi-

Mr. and Mrs.

20th of this month

On account of the late heavy frosts, the
dent of Hope College, gives the figures Jacobus Van Den Serge of this City will D. Guttler, Capt. R. Vanderhoef,had to
over hit signaturein Dellope, showing celebratetheir Golden Wedding. The lay up.
that the friends of the College in the East father attained his ?8rd year the 17th inst,
Phillip Rosbach has sold his furniture
have given almo*t twice at much as the the mother enjoying her 71st. We are
previous year, and that the West
ally

is

aud rented ids Hotel, tho National, to

actu- informed that owing to recent deaths in

parliesfrom Allegan.

the family no public invitation will be ex-

behind it previous record..

tended, but the friends of Uie family will

We

exceedinglyregret to learn that Mr. be
W. W. Burke, who has had charge of our

welcome,

The

D. G. H.

,

&

M. R. R. pay car

ar-

rived Thursday morning, and made the
the Michigan agents of Warder, employes of that road happy.
Mitchell & Co., of Springfield, Ohio, took
received ao appointment in charge of harThe D. G. H. & M. R. R. are receiving
a trip last week,, by special train from
bor works at Galveston, Texas. His gain
fifty
car-loads of ice for their own use from
Jackson to Springfield,the company hav
is our loss as a community. He had the
different
points along the G. R. & I. R. R.
ing extended an Invitation to all their
confidence of the people, that hediu the
agents In this State to personally Inspect
best for our harbor which was possible
The stmr. Alpena arrived Sunday
their mammoth manufacturing establishwith the means and power given him.
morning on her first trip, snd will herements at the latter place. Each man was
However, we can’t deny him the prospect
after make tri weekly runs, until the Musgiven a ticket from Jackson to Springof engaging in larger field.
kegon Is fitted out.
field and return by the company, also

harbor works

for

All

the past few years, has

--

Before yon make up your mind about board and lodging during the lime free of
next summers’ excursion’sread the fol- charge. The company entertained its
lowing: “The fourth annual Eteniny gnesta In a way that could not well be imNewt excursion, under the management of proved upon, and they spared no pains
W. H. Brearley, will leave Detroit July 7 nor expense to make the two days stay at
for the White Mountains via Quebec, giv- Springfield entertainingand instructivV
ing a week at the mountains. Portland Mr. J. D. Bloemers was the lucky man
Will be the terminus of the tour, as iu from this vicinity. -The Champion Comformer years. Cars will so run from De- pany gives unmistakable evidence of dotroit to Quebec without change, and side ing an honest straight-forward
business,
trips will be arranged from Portland to and will not throw any machine upon the
Boston, Old Orchard Beach, New York market which does not come up to their
city and Fabyan’s. No more delightful representationin every respect. ThU
excursions than those und& Mr. Brearley’t company is now experimentingon a nummanagement have ever left Detroit, and ber of twlrte-hinders, and have one althe fidelity with which every detail has ready in vthe peld. They exhibited one

BoYDRir

to their agents

which

is

men and

twenty

round

J. D.

Bloemers hone

off the

palm

clon to Society, etc., etc.,snd th* si nesrsiireoi premature old ace utiillvsre jmfjinyinr Ibii trouble, ird rttl.itinf perfectSexual Vigor, »hsra it has hero deraubt for
yrsn. ThU m kJc of Ireitmcat hst ib»d tha led In very
lev, re rases, ask Is row a proanunred luecen. Drugo era
too much prescribedIn these uosblts, snd, as msur css hear
witnesste, with hut littleIf say pf raajM.t pnpd. 1 here it ne
Koaeeaeekhoat this Frr;-aratloa.rrarticaloUcrrsflAhreelilee
n to petitieely guarantee thst H will (lea eatlifBOtioa.Doring tha eight yearslhat It has I eta in genualu* . we have
thft'itsndl of tetl'menullas to IIS value, and II It now conceded
hr tha Udicil I refaction
to he Ilia siott ratiobilmean yet
ditcorerei»( rtschius sad coring t'liseect pretslr I t-ouUe,
tUt is wall known to be the esuta af -siAB M-ery )» to tuny,
and snna wh 'm quocms prey with theirutelttineii caii sad
I ha ftematy te put vp in neat heart,of Hire* tltr
Ourh h
No. 1. (snotub
(j tail s iwMilli,) |3 j No. S, (tufTicIfM
I.
isnt curs, uuicts is nitre cats*,)gfii No. 3,
!i.-*s ni'ini'.*, trill if on emissionsr.i rttlofa
snt rssrt.)
by msll, sr»l«d.in f4ii«
wrtrpef^g^njnj ACTION a for tulng wiU ccoom-

____

SCHOUTEN'S

JLXTT3

_

Compound Syrup

i

bts.

BOOTS & SHOES
—
Just received

at

HEROLD,

E.

Eighth Street, City of Holland.
A Complete avaortmentof Children's and Infants
shoes for fall and winter,and a fall line of
Ladles' and'Uentleman’snear.

MO.

Monday morn-

boys, the average cut

hours,

M-ly

—OF

co.wrG.OTm
61. LO'JIB.

all

UETW stock:
—

M

Market and M

Rhubarb.

A Lurga und F&na

*f3tsd hr s bewriptive rsfcpMtl r'rlef AbiImmciIv
I'luitrifio:-*, wMrli will cjmiwrr lb* mnst lkr|4icsl W
fiat Ibry tis bs rttiamllo (wrftct marJiouH, ted
, Cited f'rfhs ifBiirt nf lib. tanw si If B»*er sffrdtl.
1 ksiil Seated l»r iu.jp u say eae. bold ONLY
by lbs/

HAnR:3 rc:.:zdy

of

Prescriptionscarefully compound at
day or night.

*7.

Joslin&Breyman,

CALL AND SEE US.
E.

UoLLiWD, Mich., Sept.

HEROLD.

1, 1877.

FHCEjINTX
Planing Mill
In rebuildingour

new shop wo have purchucd
entirely new

being about 800,000 shingles per day.

will take three or four days to repair

Akklkt &

H. 0.

Machineryof

I

Thursday morning, shoitly after Boyden & Akeley’s mill had commenced Tuning, the steam pipes of one of their engines bursted, causing a damage which

And we are

.ELGIN

Co. want to call special

.

them below the
houses.
Ip

you want

at H; O.

last year

figuresof competing

2w.

a fine suit

Akeley

A Co.

of clothingcall

Their goods are

WK HAVK

Watchmakers $

Jewelers,

DEALERS IN

and

Caps.

i

IDiRTr
’'

who

A

8TKAM

KILlsT

Anns

'- Itfr.

DRYING OP LUMBER WK SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
DOORS,. BASH 4ND BUNDS,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
Or anything in oar line maonfactared on short
notice.

In

clasa stock of Hats

satisfy all

Re-Sawing Done.

*

selected with great care, and Invite critl-

low figure of $20, ^ reduction of 20 per be rewarded with the samfc results. The
cent as compared with last year’s rotes. excursionists bad s splendid time, were
A guide book, showing the route, and call- met in Springfield by a brass band, the

wa can
want

confident

on

Ottawa County, bought before recent advances, and therefore offer them and will

Af proud Patient,

Planing, Matching,

attentionto the largest stock of Cottons in

operated

mod

the

it.

the number of ihachinessold in this carexamlnation,for they feel sure of givthe extraordinarily vicinity,and his efforts thus far hid fair to ing .satisfaction. They nle<> carry & first

reasonably desired. Tickets for the
trip are to be placed at

be

The above Arm are the manufacturer*of DR.

——J

Hi

Akeley’s shingle and saw

mill begatr operations)a?t

utmost satisfaction to all participants,is with one horse, and binds behind a reaper
guaranteeaufficlent that no effort will be jand is also capable of picking np the
lacking to make The Evening Newt excur- swath behind • cradle and hind it. Mr.
sion of 1880 everything that could

&

ing, with a force of two hundred and

sell

been carried out in the past, giving the machipo

V .1 «t bis Discovery
Ntw Of psrturt Is kl*J.
ktl SctsaBB, sa aatirtfy
Nsw a*4 potjfittlysired.
t*s assM4y for lbs ipttdr
Trod* Mark.
tud MrmsstBt Curs of
Bamloal Emissions ft
Im potency by lbs nnly
true
wag, rtsi Direct
Ms** k mi •« s tiBiNsi m*th.u
Application I# »li« ^rlnj KUif hj AtMorpHon.imI tiert.
Inc
IHW.M OB u. Seminal VMtulM, EjaculatoryDucts,Pro.Ute Gland, m* Hrei’ r^ Th* um
•f Um lUaotfy n otUnM with .. poi. or lBMi.teBit.ee,*i4
4om sot intcrUr. «ith tha ordinary j unutti cf life f N U
onickly draeoltH ik4 onea ebtorhed,producin' ta Immediuto MBiiwut end iMloralit* cCcct upon lor mimI kid
•trrnM orfumtieotwrackedfrom wlf-akute tod eicrurt,
«if|>MB|tha drain (tan tha lytiea.,rettorlsfthe mind t«
kr.fih end aound memory, remain' the Plmneaa it
G:cht, Nervous Debility,Contusion of Ideaa, Avcr-

mzm

----

everything else belonging In a well
stockeddrag etore.

ASH-BILIOUS AXB EfflCIOEAKIFILLS

PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
FOB BPEBMATOBRHffiAs

ssd

no

Medicinaluse only,)

And almon

iO-Sm.

1880.

24,

Liquors,

Jkweldt

“SEMINALPASTILLE”

to

shade tree which

down. Nobody hurt, and

they ran

In J. Albku’s

RANKANS.

G.

discovered capsized with the

Mr. Kracht’s team took fright while Charles Lamont, his son George, and Palstanding in front of Dr. Schouien’s drug mer Aill, all of this place, where on the

almost entirely ceased, but we find that this
is not

finally

(for

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW THE INSTRUMENTS.

assortmentof

flneat

Wines &

throughme.

Remember the place:
tug

Twelth and there turned west again until

ing the last tlx months that gifts from the

East

Lamont that

ting out in search of the

G. Van Schelven, Pret.

ing the next spring elections.We hope

A

Gem

understand that there is a move\ schoolhouse(Miss Lefebre’s room).

inent on foot to talk up a Colony Fair dur-

the

WESTERN

adjourned meeting of the Holland

And the

HOOK

will find the
A HASTINGS'pipe
A dispatch from Pentwater to the Chi- organ* for ohurchtw, the SMITH AMERICAN, the
ESTEY, the
UOTTXOK.andother*.
cago Time*, dated march 15, says: “The
gSfPartie* preferring any other kind of Pitno*
two little tugs
of Pentwater and or Organ* can procure them by orderingthem

Ton

and the Reform Club, for the election of offleert, Lament, started from here on a $25 race
will be held on Tuesday evening, March yesterday. The former arrived at Luding28d, 1880, at 7 :80 o’clock, at the small ton, the destination, and after twice set-

__

arrived. It was a fierce

OIR/GAZtsTS

Burns of Alle- There are 14,000 Odd Fellows in Michi-

W-tv r

WERKMAN

A

VAN ARK.

WEEK In ynarnwn town, end no capirisked. Yon can give the Wine** a
trial wltunot expense The best opportunA

2w.

tal

ity ever offered »ho*e willing to work. You
Thursday morning one William Dixon,
! should try nothing ebe nmlj yoa aee for yourself
All
Kinds
of
Spectacles,"
> what yon can do at the httslaesswe offer. > o roots
ing attention to each of the many point® mayor of the city, and other dignitaries. from Pigeon Creek, received a sound
to explain’
explain here. Yon
e»i» dc
•caHfivIlvf^ISiUw-J uif/j
1 ^ | to
You earri1
devote all your line
of Interest in connection, as well as giving Complimentaryspeeches were many and horse whipping and other punishment
every informationrequisiteto the tourist, enthusiastic, the whole closing with a from out- popular lively man, H. Sprik. Fall Sitae of (Sold Fens.
make as much a* men. Send for special private
terms and partlcnlare. which we mall free $)
will soon be issued, and will be senl to banquet, after having ascertained by Vote It was well deserved. Dixon when last
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed. outfit free. Don't complain of hard time* while
seen,
whs
making
full
speed
bareheaded
any address upon receipt of five three-cent , that the whole assembly was Unanimous
yon have *nch a chance. Addtese, H. UALLLf

•

*

_

'

Stamps.

for Blaine, and

opposed to n third lenu.

1

for the

G. H. R. R. depot.

Hoilakd, March

24,

__

1878.

•— ly.

i

A Co., Portlaud. Maine.

si*

'w'itvii*-

r i
taking a step that if jot were alive

LA ^lOBT.

*
How

you
FAMOUS SPARKLERS*
would regret to-mofrow^ I went on,
with a benevolentpersistence. (Yon The Value of Some of the Largest Known
Diamonds.
see, the fellow {ad pre-empted the only
[From
the
Pall Uall Gazette.]
really-eligible hough in the wood.)
“When you aUpad, it will be too
The finest diamonds are clear and
to change you$£ind.*
transparent as a drop of pure water.
4&.jne without knowing But, besides these “brilliants of the
ihe has happened to me.” first water,” as they are called, both

BT M, L. M. B.

ao fair, ao awpeti y fair—

;

'

That am

i

Ira o er

Uia briphu.‘«t day.

Andyatabediod; and why? tt\
Ah I why? and atill,id a dreamleaa atata,
I ponder, nod m a dream I lie
And Btnfly the In avi table and hwltate.

what

Clouda of purple piled to heaven,
A lolllnffwind la o'er the eta;
'lie a breath of life that la given
I'D all, and to yod and to me.
Out the aelf-aoft wind grew thrill,
And a flower died In Ita agony.
Why did thin mMe^oger
.
That biasedyou flmt In sympathy ?

technicallyand "in ordinary conversaSir, a tion, there are colored diamonds of
woman for every sort and hoe. A yellow shade is
considered objectionablein a diamond;
went on to tell me his story, bo, also, is a cinnamon color. Next to
kttl,
igularly enough, fas precisely rose-colored diamonds green take rank
. The coincidence made me in the market; next to green blue, aud
I have dipped in science aud law—
The law that governs human life—
pause a moment to collect my thoughts. next to blue black. The value of a
And watch thaprocesiea without a flaw,
diamond may, according to some writers
The flght of atoma in tbeir ptrifr. J.
V.
I have studied the world aa my eyea see.
on the subject, be ascertained by a
And my being fills with awe and sublimity
•1 see,” said Obarles (he had told me regular formula, according to which the
And. afur all, it's a myat ry
in the oourse of his painfdl story that square of the weight in carats must be
1 That death la (heeeaameuo eternity.
his name was Charles), “that yonr si- multipliedby a sum varying according
A great, strong aaan la fu’l of power—
lence justifies
n
do full of atreogth aud God -given pride—
to the condition and quality of the
Yet In a day, perhaps an hour,'
*Bj no means,” I cried. (Yon will stone. If the diamond is of good water
That Up l« atl Jed and a aoul baa hied
observe that it wouldn't have Men dig- aud of fine shape, this sum may be put
Onto ita home in the vaat beyond— v
nified for me to abandon at once my down at $10. If. however, the diamoud
Gone foreverIn his jonrheyloga long.
And why, 1 ask you? Can you respond,
former position on the subject Of sui- be perfect in quality, and also perfectly
la right, or la It wrong?
cide.) “There is nothing whatever in oat, the sum to tie taken as the basis of
all that you have told me to justify you
the calculation will be $30 or $40. Big
in taking your life. Come, my friend,” diamonds have a larger theoretical
MI OW.N SUICIDE.
said I, becoming really interested in his value thap small ones; but, as a matter
cose, “come, let us reason the matter of fact, diamonds of large size have
1 had tesolvod to kiflinyself; there out. Why should you complain because often had to be cut up before they
was no longer any donbt that Amelia you have been unfortunate in love? could be disposed of in the market.
was faithlessto me.
Don’t you kno* whatithe poet says?
When, in 1837, the Deccan booty, obLet me be sure about iU-waa it Ame''The lot of frirlswaa to deceive
tained by the. army of Lord Hustings,
Mince winter first was snowy.
lia her name was? To think that she
was sold, a magnificentdiamond, weighonce hpld my life, as it were, in her lit- Women have been false to their lovers ing 3751 grains, and of tlie purest
tle hand, and I can’t recollect,to save
from all time ; women will be false to water, brought at auction only $15,000.
my son], what her name
.
their lovers to all time.”
In the present day, the finest diamonds
Anyhow, whoever she was, she had . “ But no woman has ever been so are held by Portuguese, Spanish,French
proved false to me, and, as I was very false to her lover as this woman was and English families in the order
young at the time, I had promptly come to
named, and the best market for them is
to the resolution to destroy,myself.
• Lots of 'em have.”
in the United States. Among historical
My first intentionwas to go and blow
diamonds an important place must be
“ No ; none could be.”
out my brains all over her stair-carpet,
fT5nt I 'tell yott* thousands of ’em assigned to the celebrated Pitt diabut then I reflected that every one have.'. I know one whose conduct tow- mond, of which the weight was 430
would know that Henrietta-come to ard?— towards an intimate friend of carats. Bat after being cat— a process
think of it, her name was Henrietta- mine was— Why should yon kill y our which occupied two years— it was found
had infatuatedme and tprned my head. self because one pretty woman has to have been reduced to the weight of
“No,” said I to myself.^no scandal, no played you false? Week another one— 136 carats, and it was then sold to the
i

sore. Pat, the stable- boy, who had believed that Bonny knew more than
many men, took two shoes, tied them
together vith a string, shook them before his face, and hung them across his
neck, and then started him off alone,
and he went four blocks, turning two
corners, to Edward Hill’s blacksmith
shop, whore lie had been shod for
twenty years, and, after the shoes were
put on, went home alone. Binoehis last
exploit Mr. Hill would freely and conscientiously make oath that Old Bonny
knew more than half his human cus-

tomers.

,

me.”
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,

_

;

was.

,

j

;

me."

(

.

publicity

1 Let me

imitate the

wound-

a prettier one.”
“ In vain, in vain,” he groaned ; “ she

ed stag which, seeking to hide its fatal
hurt, betakes’ itself tfr 'the

most

eyes:-

secret

thickets,there to perish far from

human

was the only woman in the ^rorld that I
cared for— the handsomest woman in

all

|C4

I all Paris, sir.”

In thfi elegiac dispositionI took the
foi* Melon, ’which set me
down just at dusk within a few steps of
the Golden Lion, a very well-kept inn
with clean beds and a capital table.
“What will mensieur have for supper?” said a charming litUe mistress.
•Nothing— supper would-be a mockery. Show me tp my tomb— my room,

|

B&OtoUT

my couch, but not to
sleep. In my' fevered dreams I beheld
Victoria— I ahit confident it was Victoriai after all— passing,leaning upon
the arm of my hated rival. I clutched
madly at his tluroat,and seized— the
iron railing of the bedstead. I rose
unrefreshed,bnt what matteis that?— I
was about to die— ha! ha! to die.
Having dressed myself, I went in
search of a rope. Yon may t^ink that
when a person wants to hang himself
nothing is easier than to find a rope;
bat I had t6fhnnt the hotel high and
low before I could find one.
•What on earth do you want of a
rope, monsieur?” said the pretty mistress when finally she found me one.
With the precious bit of hemp in my
pocket, I took my -way Howard a
thicket not far from the hotel, in a little
wood whoso paths were familiar to me.
There wa one lonely and gloomy copse
there *where I well knew my lifeless
body would suing for weeks ere it was
discovered.
Upon the road ! thought’ ol Bertha—
wrong before; come to think of

I was

was Bertha- and cursed her with
all the bitterness of which my soul was
capable. I then tested my cord. It
it

wras not

first moments of sorenessthat there are
no other women in the world, but in a
month from now you’ll be prepared to
admit how sflly it was to entertain such
a thought.”

My

eloquence seemed ap convincing
position so sound, that it was
a pleasure to me to listen to myself. I
went on
“ What good will it do you to hang
yourself? Tell me, if you can, what
useful purpose will be subserved.
Either tne woman has a heart, or she
has not. If she has no heart—”
“ She has none— none.”
“ Of oourse she has none. Therefore,
yonr death will only be agreeable to her
—will only flatter her. It is a big advertisementfor a woman to have a man
kill himself on her account. What will
the public say— the boys? They’ll say
’Charles was an ass— a silly ass.’ Yes,
Charley everybody will say you were
a silly ass, and every body will be right
in laying so.” „
I waxed eloquent; in point of fact,
for some moments it had occurred to
me that I was arguing my own case,
pleading for my own life. -I heaped
fact upon fact, added argument to argument with such earnestness and closeness of reasoning that my friend Charles
at last fell into my arms, and cried,
“ Yon are right, you are right— bid me
do whatever you would, and I will obey
yon.”
“All right," said I ; “let us go and get
some breakfast.”
..

I^mean.”
I retired to

it,

“Oh, bosh! I know of a hundred
handsomer and more tender than she
ever could he. You may think in the

and

my

:

an agent of setf-desI btpught him back to the Golde
I wonld have chosen had I
an assortment from which to make a Lion. "l was terribly hungry.
The table at which we seated ourselection. It seemed to me both short,
<and not up to my weight. I was an- selves was neatly set, and aided one’s
noyed. You cannot tell how a tnfle appetite by its snowy linen, ita glittersuch,

-irnctior as

,

like that will affect a person’s temper at, ing glass ware, its golden-brown loaves,
its yellow butter.
>such a moment

A

farther disappointmentwas in
store for me. On urriving on the spot
I had selected In advance. I was disagreeably surprised to find some one
else there. An individual, whose back
only I could see, was fastening a rope
to the most eligible branch of my tree.
“Hello 1 what are you doing there?” I
cried.

He turned round.

“

What

business

any way?” he saye.
Bah 1 don’t yon think I know what
you intended doing?'.’
is it of yours,
“

“Well, and supposingI wanted to
myself— it is my own funeral—

hang

suicide, I mean.”
IV.

him narrowly. He was a
handsome and manly young fellow, of
about my own age, with a frank and
winning countenance. He was deadly
I regarded

)pale.

•This young man,* said I, lifting my
hands to heaven, • was going to take Lis
life— hif own precious life— all for the
mkt of a worthlessjilt.”
•flirl"he cried.
“Poor, silly fool,” I went on, communing with myself aloud, “he wonld undertake to defend her. All lovers are
the same. Will yon,”
continued,
•take my advice— the advice of a wellwisher? Just leave that cord there (it
was a stouter rope then mine, I bad observed) and go quietly home like a good
fellow. When yon are yourself, you
for having given you

I

*

shook his head gloomily. “I de-

mm

When a

thick and jnicy steak, with
potatoes, had been served up to us, lapping onr prisoned nostrils in the elysium of its appetizingodors, and staining
our knives with its vermeil essence, and
we had tasted the first glass of some remarkably particularBordeaux, we weie
rapturously silent, but our speaking
eyes said— nay, shouted: “Well, life
isn’t such a bad thing:, after all.”
“If I hadn't met you,” said Charles,
reaching across the table to squeeze my
hand.
“If I hadn’t met him,” I thought, as I
returned bis cordial grasp.
* “It was the most remarkable piece of
hick I ever heard of,” be continued; “I
don’t suppose, that a human being goes
through that copse twice in a month.”
I remained discreetly silent.
•But I Bay, you know,” be went on,
as if a sudden light had flashed upon
him, “what were yon doing in that loneIv part of the wood at that early hour of

Bpgent of Orleans for $675,000. Ita
present value is said to be $1,000,000,
though it might be difficult to find a
purchaser for it at that price. The Pitt
diamond— or Begent diamond, as it was
called after having passed into the
hands of the Duke of Or cans- became
one of the crown diamonds of France.
It was destined to meet with strange
adventures; for, after being placed by
Napoleon on the hilt of the sword of

_

Birth of a

BEAUTIFUL NELL.
BT

,

the battle in which he was killed.

The

Pittsburgh Leader relates the romantic
circamstancesunder which it was written. They were told by the late Col.
Realf to a gentleman :
He spoke of the night before the battle at which Gen. W. S. Lytle fell. The
two (Realf and Lytle) lay together in
the General’s tent.
They were both given to writing
poetry at such times, and each had an
unfinished poem on hand, and they
read and criticised each other’s efforts
humorously for some time, when said

Where the atreara dimples o'er
The white aandy floor.
We gather the pebble and abell-;
And I twine In her hair
Ttinllliee pinchedtuere.
And call her my beautiful

And ahall ahe be mine?
the green ivies twine
And clemberout geyly tq view,
Uvea one to obey
The! proudly aeye nay.
’Ha mother, and - what shall I
Claexxdom, Ait.

When

:

“Realf, I shall never live to finish
that

poem.”

'

:

Nonsense,” said I; “you will live to
write volumes of such stuff.”
“A feeling has suddenly oome over
me,” continued the gentleman, solemnly, “wnich is more startlingthan a
prophecy, that I shall be killed in tomorrow’s fignt.
“ As I spoke to you I saw the green
hills of the Ohio as if I stood among
them. They began to recede from mo
in a weird way, and as they disappeared
the convictionflashed through me like
the lightning’s shock that I would never
see them again.”
“

do

?

PITH AND POINT.

.

Lytle

T.

Beyond the tall cliff.
In our own littleaklff—
While 1 dream aadly for hours—
She la joyous and cay
As a sunny May day,
And her arma are laden with flowera.

<

Doubtless,many of our readers have
read Gen. W. 8. Lytle’s fine poem
“Cleopatra,” written the night before

C.

There’i » wfcuome we* lau
Itut nonacao torpufl;
Her eyea are merry and blue.
Dy the pondtrouamill,
At the (ooS of the hill,
; Urea she tbat'a Under and true.

•

Poenu

HALUX

Sensitive persons are always put out
in by sharpers.

when taken

Some of the dearest spots on earth
are the aces held in another man’s
hand.
A barber is alwajrs open to conviction. Tell him his razor is dull, aud he
will hone up.
It has been discovered thattheDutch
baby cries for its madder and fodder at
the

same

time.

Some people1 say it is dark-haired
women that marry soonest, but the elderly spinsters maintain that it is the
light-headedones.

The old

Romnlus being
outdone every day
in Kentneky, where men are raised by
mules, sometimesfatally.
story of

raised by a wolf is

“How

old is that child?” asked the

conductor. “ Four years,” replied the
mother. “Then, madam, you’ll have
to pay for him,” “ That’s a fraud I Pay
for him— why, I haven’t been paying
superstition, bnt for him for join and years.”

I rallied him for his
the belief had become strangely impressed upon his mind, and he succeeded in so tar thrilling me with his own

Thi b*8t of mm are tempted eore,
And wicked men will swear;
A woman's oath'a to bang the door,
And sometime* bang tua hair.

unnatural fear thatl begged him to finA mean man put sixteen hornets in a
ish his poem before he slept, that such whisky boltle, and gave it to a Texas
fine work might not be lost to the man in the dark to take a drink out of,
world.
and, though the hornets got in their
“In the small hoars the General work as they went down, the Texan reawakened me from a slnmber into which marked that it wasn’t real Texas whisky,
I had fallen to read to me that beauti- as it lacked fire.
state, it was captured by the Prussians ful poem, which must live as long ns onr
An idiotic correspondent sends this :
at Waterloo.
literature survives, beginning :
“In ‘Notes and Queries’ you answer
A diamond of literally inestimable
I am dying, Egypt, dying;
your correspondent that the moon is a
value, belonging to the King of PortuEbbs the crimson life-bloodfast.
secondary planet. Batter single quesgal, and of Brazilian origin, is said to
My
eyes filled with tears as he read. tion more has a curd to me. Is the
be worth upward of $2,500,000; but this
He said not a word as he oonchided,bnt milky whey a second dairy constellavalue is clearly not its value in extion?”— Boston Transcript.
change. For the historicalinterest at- placed the manuscript in his pocket and
lay down to sleep. ,
An Irishman was indulging in the
tached to it no diamond can be comBefore dawn came the call to arms. very intellectual occupation of sacking
pared to her Majssty’s Koh-i-noor.
When I next saw poor Lytle ho was raw eggs and reading a newspaper. By
Originallydng from the mines of Golcold in death among heaps of slain. I some mischance he contrived to bolt a
oonda, it passed to successive sovereigns
thought of the poem, and, searchingt^e live ohioken. The poor bird chirruped
of Central India, and in the early part
pocket where 1 had seen him put it, as it went down his throat, when he
of the fourteenth century was added to
drew it forth, and it was forwarded very coolly said, “By the powers, my
the treasures of Delhi. It reamong other things to his friends.
young friend, you shpoke too late!”
mained in the pos ession of the reign.

ing family until the inva-ion,in the
eighteenth century, of Nadir Shah, Novel Mode of Preserving a Man’s
Reason.
who, seeing 'it in the turban of the
vanquished Mhaznmed. proposed to him
A curious story is going the rounds
an exchange of headdreeaee,and, the of the English newspapers of an emulapolite offer being perforce accepted, tion in the show windows of one 'of the
bore away with him the priceless jewel leading jewelers of Vienna. The object
After the assassinationof Nadir Shah, of attractionis a brooch magnifioentiy
the “Mountain of Light” passed through studded with gems, in the middle of
the hands of

Ahmed

Shah, of Cabal, to whose chasing is inclosed the most sinShah Soojab, who gave it as che price of gular of centers— four . common, old,
his liberty to Runjeet Singh, ruler of bent, and coriodea pins. This brooch
the Pnnjanb. On the annexation of is the property of the Countess Lavetthe Pnnjanb in 1849, it was stipulated skofy. The pins have a history, of
that the Koh-i-noor should he surren- oourse. Seven yean ago Count Robert
dered to the Qneen of England, who Lavetakofy, aa the story runs, waa arreceived it from the East India Com- rested at Warsaw for on alleged insult
pany in 1850. At the great exhibition to the Russian Government.The real
of 1851 this famous diam nd was found author of the insult, which consistedof
inferior to its glass model, and it was some careless words spoken at a social
necessary to surround it with gas-lights gathering, waa his wife. He accepted
in order to bring ont its colors.
the accusation,however, and was sent
The Russians have a very good dia- toprison.
mond known as the Orloff. It is about
In one of the lightless dungeons in
the size of a pigeon's egg, and at one which the Czar is said to be fond of
time formed the eye of an idol in the confining his Polish subjects the uii!
temple of Brahma, at Pondicherry. fortunate martyr (or his wife’s loose
Brahma was robbed of it by a French tongue spent six years. He had only
deserter, from whom it found its way to one amusement. After he had been
a Greek merchant established some- searched and thrown into a cell, he had
where on the shores of the Mediter- found in his coat four pins. These he
ranean, who sold it to Count Orloff, at pulled out and threw on the floor; then
that time in command of the Russian in the darkness he hunted for them.
Mediterranean sqnadron, for 500,000 Having found them, perhaps after hours
rubles, an annuity of- 20,000 rabies, and even days, he scattered them again.
and a patent of nobility.
And so the game went on for six weary
years. “But for them," he writes in his
A Very Sagacious Bone.
memoirs, “I wonld have gone mad.

A very old and remarkable horse, the They provided me with a purpose. Bo
property of Col. John H. James, of Ur- long as I had them to search ior, I had
bana, Ohio, has recently died. Old something to do. When the decree for
Bonny, like most intelligent people, my liberation as an exile was brought to
had decided ideas of his own. When me the jailer found me on my Knees
the Oolonel was in his office Old Bonny, hunting for one which had escaped me
though never hitched, stood ’at his for tyro days. They saved my wife’s
hitching post in front, unless the sun husband from lunacy. My wife, thereor flies became troublesome,when he fore, could not desire a prouder ornawould go round the corner and through ment.”
a narrow lane into the back lot, but
Contraries.
could be found in one place or the
Steele
wrote
excellently on temperother, except on a few occasions, beoo min g impatient at an unusually long ance— when sober; Johnson’s essay on
delay, he went home alone. At noon politeness is admirable,but he waa himhe would go up to the stepe, and, when self a perfect bear; the glooihy vereea of
the buggy was unloaded and all the Young give one the blues, but he was a
the morning?”
packages taken out, he would go to his brisk, lively man ; the “ Comforts of
I could not help blushing guiltily.
“You wore going to hang yourself, box under a tree and wait for bis din- Life,” by B. Heron, was written in
ner, while at night he would go with prison, under the moat distressing cirtool”
“I was— upon the very aarne tree! equal regularity and alone to the stable. camstances; “ The Miseriesof Hnman
Bonny undoubtedly came to distin- Life’’ was, on the contrary,composed
Here’s the rope I had in my pocket.”
“The beat joke I ever hettd of," said guish Sundays from other days. in a drawing-room, where the anthor
Whether this was from the ringing of waa surrounded with every luxury; all
Charles, as we clinked onr glasses.
the ohuroh belle, or from the later hour the friends of Sterne knew him to be a
he waa wanted, or from a direct influx selfibh man, yet, as a writer, he excelled
Cold Weather la Switzerland.
of that wisdom that toaohee the sparrow in pathos and charity, at oue time beatEarly in February the temperaturein to fly, on Sunday, without -the raising ing his wife, at another wasting his
various parts of Switzerland was lower of a line, he would turn fo the right sympathies over a dead donkey ; Seneca
than at any previous time since the win- and go to church, while pn workdays wrote in praise of povery on a table
ter of 1630 31. An attempt to cut a he would to the left and go down town. formpd of solid gold, with millions lent
canal through a part of the Lake of Zu- One of his last exploits was one of the out at usury; some of Hood’s comic
rich failed because the water froze again most remarkable. He had lost two effusions were written in bodily pain
M fast as the ice was removed.
shoes, and his feet had become a little and mental distress.

T
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The following message, intended to
break bad news gently, was sent to the
widow of a man who had just been
killed by a railroad accident: “ Dear
Madam— Your husband is unavoidably
detained for the present. To-morrow
an undertaker will call upon you with
full particulars.”

An unexpected pleasure:Beloved but
unresponsive fair oner— “So glad to see
you, Cousin Charley,ipd so kind of yon
to drop in ! Now, yen’ll sit a couple of
honrs with gland mamma, won’t you?
Just to amuse her while Arthur and I
take a stroll in the garden. And be
careful to speak as load as yon can, for
she’s very, very deaf, poor dear 1”— Harvard Lampoon.
TrfE McGregor News says: “A fashionable garment can now be made by
taking yonr husband’s olster, dyeing it
brown, cutting off the vest pockets,
gathering it in behind, and sewing 1C
cents' worth of black racking around
the neok. With one of these on, a
middle-sizedwoman can sail into a store
with the air of a Duchess. ”
A MAiDKN fair,
Wild ttixen hair,
Waa wooed sod won

Gunn.

Bj Tbomaa

.

In dead of night
They went by flight,

Hand

in

hand,

To Require Bland.
He tied the knot,
Then “thar’’ he “aot."
While fhe 'N>at’, stalked off with hia trophy,
But left with the Squire for that job so fee.

A gentleman was conversing with
an Eugliuh doctor about a very famous
Scotch surgeon, whose audacity in his
experiments was at least equal to his
skill “I wonder,” said he, innocently,
“why snob a man remains in Scotland ?”
“ Because," answered the doctor,
gravely, “in Scotland there are no Coroner’s inqueete.”
Collette and Jean nine, Alexandre
Dnmas’ daughters,aged respectively 15
aud 12, were talking with a lady friend
abont marriage. “Whom do you wish
to marry?” asked the lady of the elder

,

of the girls. “I wish to marry an idiot,”

she replied ; “ and the trouble is, I am
tome day or other to meetagreater
idiot than he, and perceive that I have
been too hasty in ray choice.” “ Don’t
be alarmed, sister, ” rejoined Jeannine;
“you will never meet a greater imbecile
than the man who will marry you.”
sure

The Reason of

A husband and
conversing with

It*

were overheard
friend on a Detroit

a wife

a

street-oar aa follows

:

*

ghe— “Husbands do get so

inatten-

tive and oarelesa after they’ve been
MAll A while.”

mar-

----— r- ----- it easy
and dismiss the anxiety from yonr
mind.” .
.

non

in life, and who gave him a messagi of
the most appalling character;but does

ATO FIGURES.

The United

Skates

Government pays not deem

There are in California 160,000 goats,
and in the Pacific Territories60,000,
making a total of 200,000 on the Pacific
slope.

money expended in railroads since the invention of the locomotive reaches the vast sum of $15,000,*
000,000.

A German paper, gives the following
statistics concerning the telegraphic
wires of the world. Those of Europe
measured at the close of 1878, 768,786
-

Encrhsh miles; those of America, 114,;

Asia, 24,524; Australia, 23,582,

und

until to-morrow what should be
attended to to-day. A slightoough ought never
to be neglectedwhen a 25-oent bottle of Dr.
Bull's Oongh Syrup will prevent it from becoming chronic.

The Westmityter Review reckons
the public debts of tbe world at the
present time at $24,000,000,000.The
railway indebtednesshas been estimated
at $6,000,000,000, and municipal debts
at $5,000,000,000, thus bringing the public indebtedness of the world np to the
vast sum of $35,000,000,000.It is not
expected that this will ever be paid, but
it constitutes an annual lien on the industry of the world of $l,7u0, 000,000.

WRITES:

Dr.W. ROSS

self

Scrofula,Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia,

the
the

Rheumatism, Weakness.

avail themselvesof this opportunity,who have
the oonvenienoeeto make the medicine. Poll
directions in every package.
Vegetine in powder form is sold by all druggists and general stores. If you cannot buy it
of them inclose 50 cents in postsge stamps for
one paoksge,or II fbr two psoksgee,end I will
soud it by return mall fi. U Stevens, Boston,

Mesa

UTS.

Acme

Du. W. ROS8,Z>ru(flat,

Vegetine.

HOW TO REDUCE YOUR
M Baum

_

at home, and you will be surprised at the
reasonablenessof the bill when you settle up.
Try tbs Tremonl.

1877, $11,450,400;in

1878, $8,397,000; and m 1879, $15, 793,200. Pennsylvania comes next, with a

..... —
Chicago,III

AGENTS WANTED

confidentlyrefer our readers to the
oard of Dr. 0. B. Sykes, tn another column.
Dr. Sykes is an old resident of Chicago, s regular graduate, honest, honorable,and responsible, and, as a physician,takes first rank in
catarrh and its oombis chosen specialty of ci

St.,

DOCTORS' BILLS.

Library

2,006,000 Acres

1879.

Bee pcotf ally

youre,

J.

Wheat Lands
beet la

the World, for eels by the

St.Pa[il,KmeapoMMoMR.M.

PRINTING
INKS!
md

Three dollars per acre allowedthe settler for breaking and cultivation.Fur particulars apply to

O. A. M OKI

N

LAY,

Of

ill colors
qualitiesit lowest prioos, with
atlafsctlon gu inn teed. We ire tbe Sole Agouti f o«
the Northwest of tbe Qnesn CHy Printing Ink Co.

Land Commissioner, at, Panl. Minn.

T. WBBB.

CHICAGO NEWSPAPER UNION,

HATTY Job
177) <179

Yenline

li

eOC"woek

Sold by all Dqifgifit**

yoar

tn

own town. Terms end |l Oetlt

An English gentleman named

50,000

.mi

hay toaerefe writ. a... lllB,tr»tr4K#w*psp*r»r*t

other column.

Ten

thousand

A

EXTRACT
Subduu IryHammatioH,
AeuUand Ckronle.

When exhauBted by mental labor,

Wonderful Mesmerizer.

can only be revived

by

-

,

. .

Pensionsdate back to
Address,with stamp,

a

Dnijrer

Df

<

HEY WOOD ftMlTH, M.

certain

which he sdlemnly executes wi
right hand. A snake in a violent s
of irritation was brought to Buni by a
menagerie proprietor, inclosed in a
wooden cage. When deposited on the

i

rlwktliw
toMyrw*^kw

ki«.

to

a

J-Sia )•••*•

topt to. towSt nf to. km»n .frkMtke*.kMSfktto*bhi to «k*k tMT
kfM. ktito ton. U tot tot by to. Ik*, if kfflWu- |H toto Suktto ah
<i*r kiwlyiM«m turn Wk is 4k>. tf 4ltotom.to May toatoaM tonto*
toMMn u «7 todki*a* ito Irti MyikMi Oa toU mnel kwiMikM
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€. P., do.,
Sobd Square,
London, wrtttag to "Tie Lanoet,1* under date of
August 23, 1879, says: "POND'S EXTRACT to a
good preparation.I have used It tor some time (ten
to fifteenminims) with marked benefit In dgtol of
passive Wterinehemorrhage."

.

ARTHUR

£. LEMON,
Washington,D. C.
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EMIGRANTS.

POND’S EXTRACT
HEALING— OOMVO&TINQ. •’

AN IMMBNHR AREA OF RAILROAD

DR. HERRING,*

physician of national reputation,
•ays: "This medicine comprisesthe virtues of Aconite and Arnica,and contains a tonic property which
renders It Unmenaely superior to
\.

DR

m
0*.

JrcPKGURRAXaX)

|

to, of

England, lays: "I have preacribodPOND'S EXfor Hemorrhage*of different kinds, for
Hemorrhoids,and for affections of tbe eyes, and also
in RheumaticInflammatoryswellingof the joints,
with great success."
Also supportedby the following able physicians:

A

V»

Either Box dWtahlnglaoCtty.D. C.or lndlipQioHi,lnd.

both."

pubUebedia out volume so much usefultnfonaattono*
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TRACT

EXTRACT

ENCYCLOPEDIA. POND'S

N*a

i

EXTRACT

THE VEGETABLEPAIN DESTROYER.

DR.

AND GOVERNMENT LANDS, OF GREAT
FERTILITY, WITHIN BABY REACH OF
PERMANENT MARKET, AT EXTKKMB-

LY LOW
In

PRICK8, In mw effereri fer gale
EANTEKN OREGON and BAHTERN

WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

RENOWNED MEDICINE.

E. SUMNER, of Brooklyn,N.Y., writes In
MtdiealUnion: "Out of 158 eases of Egyptian
Ophthalmia (dtosaaaof tha eye), 110 oasaa wars cured

A.

the

SYRUP

by

GRAIN AT PORTLAND COMMANDS A
PRICE EQUAL TO THAT OBTAINED IN

POND'S EXTRACT."

POND'S EXTRACT
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2.500.000_ ADVERTISERS
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reach 3.500,000 reader
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Strange stories come from India of
the feats performed by a native mesmerizer named Buni, whose magnetic
power would appear to be found quite
irresistibleby the lower animals,upon
which he exclusively exerts
He
gives seances, to which the public are
invited to bring all manner of ferocious
and untamablo wild beasts, and holds
them with his glittering eye. In a few
seconds they subside into a condition
of cataleptic stiffness, from which they
;

-----r

Inks A Roller Composition.

Twit.

PENSIONS! PONDS

applicationsfor letters reported lost, take Kidney-Wort to maintain healthy
the great proportion found and dolivaction of all organa.

ered.

,

Nrvv I.uw. Thousands

all letters received

contain property.

editions,beenuae it

!

our MonthlyPrice-listof

stock li large and compute, and tobnoss many novelties not oapled kf
other dealers.
dealt

i

of which is returned, the balance re* take all the vile nostrums advertised;
maining in the treasury, subject to ap- and then yon will want to know
plication, for four years, $1,500,000of
• How to Get Well,
money-ordersand draft money- value;
45.000 packages containing property; which is answered in three words—

for

M^m^Oar

TOUR

GRANT'S

Printers

Wedding Stationery,
Programmes and Tassels.

PONffS

i

or

181 Fifth A venae, Chlostgo,Dl

Cards and Cardboard,
Flat and Kulod Papon,
Envelopes,Cover Papery

|
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On 30 Dm1
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Should e«nd

ps&ll

these. One-tenth of

g&ggU

complete and aq then tic history of tbe gtVat tour cl

RED RtVl VALLEY

East Boeton, M«ee.,\
Sept. 10,
/

Mr. H. R. Btutbus— Dear Sir : My little daughter Stella baa bean afflicted a long time with Scrofula, Buffering everything. I employed different
physicians In last Boston,but they helped her
none. I bought some of yonr Pownn Fobm Veoktine, and my wife steeped It and gsvo It to the cnlld
according to tha directions,and we were enrprte. d
In a fortnights Hma to see bow tha child bed gained
lu fleeh and strangth.She la now gaining every
dar/and X can obaannlly recommend your remedy
to be the beet we have ew tried.

plications.

16>000 photographs. European letters Take Hop Bitters I See
are returned unopened— 250,000 of
—Express.

Adame BL,

R.

•wASsETr.

Gar- 90D free. Address H. Haixktt A Oo, Portland, Me.
total loss in the four years of $28,123,diner lately left $1,500,000 to found a
500.
college for the blind.
There are in the city of New York
8.000 licensed drinking-places,30,000 Lionr- colored or yellow axle greaeo soon
TRUTH IS MJStlSl
wears off. Get the genuine Frazer.
paupers,10,000 neglected children, 20,000 women without characters, 400,000
Get Lyon’s Patent ^Heel Stiffeners applied to
foreigners out of 1,000,000population, those new boots before yon run them over.
30.000 transient daily. There are 800
Gbocebs recommend 0. Gilbert's starches.
public schools, and $4,000,000 spent on
them yearly, 90 Catholic churches,
Daughters, Wlvee nnd Mothers.
We will send our Klee tro-Vottalc Belts and other
DR. MARCHISP8 TJTKRINR CATHOLICON will
with accommodations for 100,000 peoach as ranine of the Electric Appliances upon trial lot 10 diys to those
noaltlrelrcore Female We* knee -.rich
ple, 400 Protestant churches, with a Womb, White*, Chronic Inflammation
km or Uker tkm^ of
the Womb, Incidental
Homorrbiwenr Flooding. Palnfnl,
capacity of holding 275,000 hearers, and Sappret<edand IrreKnlar Menstruation,
do. An old and
Ad
having 80,000 members, 220 Sunday- rell*!le remedy.8»-nd I'oainl card 'or a pamphlet,with
treatment,cure* and ceitifto*e» from phy-lciim* and
schools, and 120,000 children. The rationU,to 110WAKTII1 BALLARD, Ihtca. N. Y.
lor the beet end onj
hold by all Dnrggiita—41 60 D«r bottle
city supports 27 charitableinstitutions,
GEHTS WANTED iow-pneedWetory
which annually receive 140,000 people.
How to Get Sick.
AROUND THP.
WORLD.
There are 4,000,000dead letters reContnlnlngthe correepondrnceofJohn Rnesell
Expose yourself day and night, eat
Young, to whkh is added a full aoconut ol hla
ceived annually at the Dead-Letter Oftoo much without exercise; work too
fice— 800,000 without stamps; 6,000 no
address; $40,000 in money, nine-tenths hard without rest; doctor all the time;

*

.ov

rtSMIOT fcH-U—rn

Cured Scrofula.

the well-known landlord, with an able corps of
gentlemanly clerks, will attend to your unshoe
in a manner that will make you feel perfectly

700. Of the States, New York leads in
big figures. Her loss in 1876 wus

muM.

and take no other.

of Biography.

One Package in Powder Form

00., Marshall, Mob.,

Wren youpo to Chicago, stop at the Tbbmokt
House, which is one of the neatest and most
comfortablehotels in the city. John A Rice,

1878, $64,316,900;and in 1879, $76, 708,-

M

i

Willsend their Eleotro-Voltaio Belts to the afflicted upon thirty days’ trial See their advertisement in this paper, headed, “On Thirty
Days’ Trial"

Wl

.Low price. Great ancoeaa.
One agent Mid ho in one
town, another IU to
daya, another75 In 18 days,

Twelve etandardbooks, at one time, publishedat ilM
each, now teeuedtu sue beautllelgeedlapeiueattgeleth It describes Royal Palace*. Rare OfcHo*ltle*,Wealth and
bound volume,lor AO eta., and postage 4cU. i oontalnlnr Wonders of the Indies, CWna, Japan, etc. A mUHob
^•Frederick the751-*
peoplewant It. Tula la the best chanoo of your life
'% to
make money. Beware of “oetCDpenuy''imitation*, bend
for ctrculnrs and eitrt term* to Agents. Aiidreee
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago,ill
A mold: __ VJ...BI, V*
tines “William PiU>
Lamarttndt “Vlttorta
“The Literary Revotot

eta

The YolUle Belt

,

Wilton, Iowa.

/.

Biliousness, Headache.Constipation, Dyspepsia, Malaria,
Address Dr. Sanford, 163
Broadway, New York city, N. Y,

the loss was $78,102,285;in 1876,
$64,630,600;in 1877, $68,265,800; in

HA PON IF

erariSSs

____________
md strength.Ask yonr grocer for
and

Viarnm Penn’a Salt Manufact’ng Co., Phils.

A book on the Liver, its diseases end their
treatmentsent frefl[ "Including treatises upon
Liver Complaints, Torpid Liver, Jaundice,

•

| ffllAfVEfll
LAWTERe

Lye and Reliable

Is the “O
Family Soap
for making '
iht
It la foil i

Borofnls,Ltrar ComnlaSnt, I>yip«p*ts,Rheuine.
tins, Wssknsss,and all dlasaass of the; blood, I
hare new fonnd 1U aqnal. I hare sold
for uren years and hare new had on# bottle retamed. I would heartilyrecommend It to those In
need of a blood purifier.

ere. Mochanlce. WArklngmen.i, Property Owners,

YOUR

SIPOHIFIER

for

Sept. II,

For Beslneea Men.Kann-

HOW TO BE

H. B. Brims, Boston : I hsvs bsra practicing
msdiclntfor twrotr-Arsyssrs, and is a remedy

___

_

.A Household Meed.

stroyed in this country by fire. In 1875

in

THE AUDIPHONE

without fall. If directions at? IcDowud.

Vegetineput up in this form is within the
readi of all By making the medicine your-

During the past five years $353,018,255 worth of property has been de-

$14,090,000;

Oma

PACKAGE.

50 CT& A

In Powder Form.

embraces the world comprises, there980,176 English miles, or 1,513,683
kilometers.

FOt THE DEAF

“CATARRH”

POWDER FORM

IN

Hkveb defer

Africa, 8,148. The telegraphicnet that
fore,

“Dr. Sykes' Sure Cure’’

wise to give the particulars

it

statisticians calculate that

the amount of

157

Vegetine.

to the pnblip just yet.

salariesto 38,000 persons.

German

I

NATRONA”8

USED ONCE, USED ALWAYS.
G. PRESTON, of Brooklyn,N.Y. : “I know
of no remedy so generally useful tn a family."

DR. H.

CHICAGO.
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eruption.
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Family
Uses.
Sold
by
all
DrugglAta
and
Or
and
all
fixed his eye u{>on its occupant, gently
LANDM SHOW an AYE^AGB YIELD ef
waving his hand over the serpent’s
40 nUHUBLM OF WHEAT PER ACRE.
restless head. In less than a minute the
Davis’
POND'S EXTRACT to sold only tn bottiss with tbs Ne Failure ef Crepe ever kuowp.
snake stretched itself out, stiffened,
IS RECOMMENDED
name blown In the class, sod our landscape tn demark
RAILROAD LANDS effered at tke aalfernaJELLY.
rate of fSAO an mere.
PETROLEUM
on buff wrapper.
and lay apparently dead. Bnni took it By PHYSICIANS,by MISSIONARIES,by MINISTER
Btirer Medal
Grand Medal
by MECHANICS, by NURSES IN HOSPITALS,
IN" It to unsafe to use other artlclee with our dire©up and thrust several needles into its
t Parle
at Phi adelpla
CLIMATE MILD
HEALTHY.
BY
EVERYBODY.
EVEJ
Kxpoeittoo. lions. Ins at on having POND'S EXTRACT. Refuse
Exposition.
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wonderful
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to
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by
physiipMet
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descriptive ef
For
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few passes thbn restored it to its former
Couchs, Sore Throat, cians throughout the world to be the beet remedy diecountry, Itts resources, climate, roate ef
•ysentery, Craihps, Choi* coveredfor the cure of Wawnde, Huraa, Rheomn. Prices of POND’S EXTRACT, 60c., S1.00 and 11-76.
angry activity. Subsequently a savage
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address
travel, rates and
era, and all Bowtl Complaints.
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Pawmurr,
with
Hmtobt
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T. R.
blnlns, Arc. In order that every one may try It, It la
Pixpabatioxs,But FREE oh AmicaxiOM to
IS THE BEST REM- put uu in 15 and 35 cent buttlesfor boosabold use.
brought in, and, at Buni’s command,
GenH Eastern Pane’r Agent,
Obtain It from your draggtot, end you will find to superior
__
_ EOT known to thu
252 Broodwav. New York Cttv.
let loose upon him. As it was rushing
to anythingyou have ever used.
World for 81b*
Slo, Headno
Hc-adaehe,Sou Sickness, Pain
CO.v
toward him, bristling with fury, he in the Back, Pain In the Side, Rheumatism,
Half
GRU.
A GREAT SUCCESS! 40,000 Soldi
raised his l^and, and in a second the and Neuralgia. ______
18 Murray Street, New York.
LIFE
AND
UNQUESTIONABLYFHE
fierce brute dropped upon itfi belly, as
TRAVELS of
VrSoldbyaUDmnitU.
In thfa paper.
though stricken by lightning.It seemed
By Hon. J. T. Headley. The only hook (rivinga complete
History of his I,lfr snd Tear Around Ihe World.
absolutelyparalyzed by some unknown
PT*FOR SAUL BY ALL BfBDIOINX DEALERS. Tbo only book by a great author. A million peopla want
Battle
agency, and was unable to move a
hie book and no other. Our agenU are sweeping tbs
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AGENTS WANTED.
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BEST LINIMENT MADE.
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NICHOLS,
SHEPARD & CO.
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hand.

Apply

The Rev.

R. W. B. Webster,

“VIBRATOR”

T^NORMOUH INCOME

A Quebec Ghost.

at

THE

and free ontfitto Agent*.
onae. Jkhunb' Ntnusniza, Winona, O.

12x8 Inches), devoted to
terest* of Fanu ers .Stock

of Que-

bec, says that he has had a supernatural

$777

visitor. He lives alone in a big house,
and the ghost walks through the walls $5 to
of his bedroom in the night. The reverend gentleman is pastor of Trinity
Church, an independent Presbyterian
body, and last Sunday he told his oqn*
gregation about his strange experience.
* “I awoke,” he said, “conscious of the
presence of a ghoatly apparition.I saw,
plainly discernible, a figure in human
form, but with a most angelic countenance, whose head was surrounded by a
halo of phosphoric light of exceeding
splendor,and who stood at the foot of
my bed. A number of other spirits
were evidently in the room, but were
not discernible, being obecured by the
• eclipsing brightness of the central
figure, which remained standing in the
same position about half an hour.” Mr.
•Webster intimated that the face was
that of somebody whom he had known
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New

Value of Fodder Oern.

The

Firm!

New Goods!

.

FALL AND WINTER OPENING.

C.STEKETEE&BOS,

experience of the past season has

iPnopaiBTOiis,)

piven the writer | highly favorableopin-

VI

corn. A number of cows Corner bflUver and Xtnth Street,

ion of fodder

i_ ;

kept for milk have been steadily fed from
July until frost upon fodder corn, with the

ration lias been 90

The

80 lbs each.'

0 o’clock in the

lbs. in

was given

morning, cut up

Provisions.

ani

at

prlcee'.

.

der cutter, wetted with water in which
cow, and sprinkled with 2

and wheat

quarts of meal of corn, oats,

___

with 2 qts. of meal, niix»d with it after

with water. Upon

cows have kept up

this feed the

which

DRESS GOODS.

The

lat-

large variety of ready

CLOTHING

Ready-Made

styles and patterns. Real novelties.

— the largest and

most complete stock ever brought into
Holland.

made CLOAKS,

I offer for sale very reasonable

A

a largo

full line of choice

FAMILY GROCER-

IES, including the best Japan Tea for
50 cents.

Numbers of SHAWLS,

SKIRTS

GOOD LAND,

or 700 acres ol

figures.Call

2-3rno.

BEST IS CHEAPEST

of all prices,

and

of differentstyles,

All grades of

HOSIERY of

cheap as auy-

as

where else, and hundreds

every description; Ladies’
Misses’ HOODS, corded Velvet,
Buttons, Nubias, Umbrellas, etc.

and

at the store aud ascertain.

SUGARS,

ol other

neces

sary, useful and ornamental articles, loo

numerous

to

mention.

I

milk

their usual flow of

CONDENSED

LEWIS’

good condition, and have done as
when fed upon green clover or
gnus. The corn was sown with the Albaand

will be closed out “dirt cheap.”

I have 600

PRINTS and GINGHAMS, of

tbe latest styles.

A complete stock CLOAKING, and
variety of Trimmings.

bought before the rapid rise in prices,

all

GOODS.
Batter and ta&en in
m Exchange.

ing, but without any malt-sproutsand

it

stock of

Stock of

.

ol differentprices.

Immense slock of BOOTS and SHOES,

DR/Y"

noon, given whole, and the third at 6
o’clock Id the evening, cut ns in the morn-

est

A

in dif-’

.
ferent shades nod colors.

Full and winter

for the

^ *

spring trade.

H

Store

We have now added a handsome

luiddllnga ground together; the second at

welling

New

Call at tbs

room

;

«

number of DRESS SILKS

large

.

bought during the cheap times, will be

malt sprouts had been steeped for 12 hours,
2 qts. for each

. ....

at ridiculouslylow
</ Ca00ix VV. jJ

closed out at cost to make

-

. '

A

BOYS’ OVERCOATS, which have been

The finest finalityof TE 44, QUOD COFFEES,
and the Boat Complete assortmentof
Canned Quods la Ihu city,
oat MVal, etc.

in a fod-

i

FALO ROBES

1

three meals of

first feed

\

imnuc

The

addition of lour quarts of meal daily.

'T

\

I will close out our assortmentof BUTF A T.n
_____ ...

in

Wo

are so crowded that we desire our customers to ask for goods if they don’t see them."

well ns

inches apart in the drill. Five feel of

produces 30
square

Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes, Butter and Eggs taken

BAKING

ny cirn planter in drills 3 feet apart and 3

row

lbs. of fodder, or 2 lbs. to the

Lime, Stucco, Lath, Shingles, Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand,

or 48 tons to the acre, the

foot,

POWDER
STRICTLY PURE!

corn being about 8 feet high and having a

good jnauy half grown earn here and
there. One acre of such corn is thns able
cows for

$1000.00 far any Alum or
other adulteration found In

40 days; but this is only when fully
grown, ns it was when these weights and
measures were made. Half of ibis esti-

Indorsed by the Brooklyn Board
of Health, and by tho best chemlata
In the United States.
It is STRONGER than

to support 40

cows

male would be

12 days, or 12

fair,

BA

that

that,

on

the other bund,

which having

been grown in rows and exposed
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which so many com-

the former is that of

as directed.
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summer and early fall feeding than fodder corn. This experienceis
corroboratedby that of many other dairymen and farmers, but it is worth noting
that there is a difference in fodder corn
which may well account for the various
opinions regarding it. There is that
which, sown broadcast and being too
much shaded from light, is without color
or substance, and makes very poor feed;
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Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vlalon. Premature
Wc respectfullyInvite the sttention of otir citiOld Age, and many other diseases that lead to In- zens to the stock of goods which we have opened
sanity or Consumption, and a PrcmatnreGrave.
J,/K,r®**1 "/ K. Van der Veen’s hardwarestore,
HF”Full particularsin our pamphlet, which wo and the price* for which we offer them.
desire to send free by mini to everyone. CSTThe
specific MedicineIs sold by ail druggists at $1 per
package,or six packages fo'r $5, or will be sent free
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Wcsthoek retiringfrom said business.

Lewis’ Baking Powder alwaya make*
good food.
One can of this la tforth two of any other
laklntr compound.
com non ml.
baking
It makes bread
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--- - whiter
and richer.
More
----- than half tl
the complaints of bad flour
arise from the uae of common baking powders, which often make the beat of Hour turn
out dark bread.
The most delicate persons can eat food
prepared With It without injury.
Marly every other baklrg powder Is
adulteratedand Is absolutely i.ijurtoua.
This Is made from Refined (.rape Cream
of Tartar, and Is PERFECTLY PURE.
It maJces the REST, lightest,and most
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those farmers who rather give heed
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A Ten Record for Cairy Cows.
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LEWIS &MENZIES CO.

PHILADELPHIA.

time past both the breeders

A MONTH gonr»nteod. $1* a day at
home made by the Inriuatrlona. Capital
and the purchasers of pure bred, herd- i!,u....DOt
required; we will ateri yon. Men,
v women, boy* and girl* make money faster
book-recorded, dairy cows, have been
at work for u* than at anythingel*e. The work i«
convinced that something more is required light and ple**ant, and *nch a* anvone can go right
at. Those who are wise who eeethla notice will
to give substantial evidence of value than
•end ii* their addre**e* at once and nee for them
the bare pedigree of an animal entered in aelves.Costly oatfit and term* free. Now is tne
time. Those already at work are laying np large
a Herd-Book. A few experts, who know •urn. of money. Addre**THUE & CO., Agnate,
• ifl-iy
the whole history of the best animals, may

,
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but to the large majority of

pur-

chasers, the recorded entries were of no
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cows. Mystery is always

impressive. And though some people
to be mystified, the larger
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locality. No risk.
Women do a* well ns men. Many
niake more than the amount stated
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Recently above. No one can

Books.
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“ a worthless brute.” This shock to the
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wanted to give the pedigreea meaning
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and a value; and that this need
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a record

performance of the rows entered

Herd-Book. ^

It is

in the

proposed by some well-

known and influentialgentleman to establish a system of tests of pure-bred dairy
cows, to the end that their character,quality, and

value may be associated in the

record with their pedigree. Then, any
uninitiated purchaser even, may

know m much

be

and
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to make a record perfect,and
conception.—
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HOOT & KRAMEK.
21,
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buslneas, weakened by the
duties, avoid stimulants and take

HOP BITTERS.
If

you arc young, and suffering from any Indie
cretion or dissipation,take

HOP BITTERS.
you are married or single,old or young, suffering from poor health or languishing on
a bed sickness, take

HOP BITTERS.
rretnature n-bnity, IsrrttHi»-M».TX'«ponafnrr, CotiUi .Mr
of y^aa-Avc.-alon
Io Society, Jvfrrtive Mrnn rv. and all
plmrdera hronjidon by fr-vret liahitaaod Kx-raK*. Indruggrrl haa tuv higmilenta.: ArtdTM,
g* . fie.T •«*' - x-
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Wioever you are wherever you arc, whenever you
feel ’hat your system needs cli-an'lng,
toning
or stimulating,without Intoxicating, take

HOP BITTERS.

for Sale.

Have you D?epepsla,kldneyor
Urinary complaint,
160 acres, three mile* north of tho city, on the
disease of the stomach,bowels. Wood, liver, or
Grnnd flaxen road, with dwelling aud orchard.
nerves! Yon will be cured If you take
120 acres, of which ten are cleared, situated in
the township of Olive, near Cole's mil). Good

early

grave. The

HOP BITTERS.

SneciflcMedl
cine Is being

house.
til) acres of land In Section 21, of the township
If you are simply ailing,are we'k and low spirof Holland Also 50 acres, mostly cleared, clay,
wonderfulpucccm.
ited, try It! Buy It. Insistupou it.
Pamphelt* sent free to Slh Write fbr thorn and gravel nnd windy land, adjoining Dirk Pauln*’, In
Your druggist keeps it.
the township of Holland.
get full particulars.
Tbe above lands can be bought at reasonable
terms. Inquireof
or ,u p,ck,ge’
M. D. HOWARD.
J. B. HIMPbUN MKDICINF. CO..
Holland, fl'tpt.16.
88-tf.
It may save your life. It saved hundreds.
u
and 106 Main St.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Bold In Hollandby D. R
fll-ly.
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j j nro HIimmI, |,iim of km-rgr, rnrItnl luipofouef Itiof rt-ssitii;Xight
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, _ , - Jr.
Eartp Error and
excva-tM,which, if neglect eu. end In iiretnnlnre dtc::'is,tre*leowith unporalleledmicreiami
t-nlirelvnew
pri’inj.lcs efiketing cure* ta m
ax required
w«m-U under old nnnacatinamid daagernua remedies.
“ ifCJUiao on IteMlily”and lot of question*aeul lu
rhin a. nled envelopeon receipt of lwo3e.*ti.ini«t
A*
fre Hr on rot until ajll.f »ct,.ry reaiillahr*nUalm-d. Addrea* DU. CXKUC. Iftl Lamed Street Kaal,Delrvll,llrk.
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A Great Discovery.

No. 74 Washington Street,

CRASH
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l«d Sock Cl&dj. Old Syi Whlikr and other Tonics.
The p.iRHi la I* known to our best physicians, la
Haying bnt recentlyformed our co-partnership,
highly commended by them, and the analt-isof we wish to Inform our fellow-cltlicns of Grand
one of our most prominent chemists, Prof. G. A. Haven and surrounding towns tbat we have a fine
Marinkk, of Chicago, is on the label of every bot- storj| of Rendy Made Goods of all description*,
tle. It is a well known fact to the medical profes- whlwi we oflur for sale cheap. However,
sion that TOLU, ROCK and KYK will afford the
greatest relief for Can ghi, Cold*, laflann, BwmMU*,
Com Throat,
lna*i, also Ceaiuaprion,In the Incipient and advanced sTAtiia of that disease.
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poalHvecure for Spcrmatorrhora, Seminal
W cakpeas. Impotency,and all diaeasm reaalllng
from Self-Abuse, a* Menu! Anxiety, Loss of MemIt is a

Goods.

HOP BITTERS.

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.
B.
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mCwhy.
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troughs and other drinking places; pipes
freeze and burst, or become choked, and
many other inconveniencesoccur. These
may be avoided by mcthiKlicalmanagement. Hav# regular watering periods,
twice a day. Fill the troughs flora the
pumps or cisterns,and drive the cattle to
them and see that they drink. When all
are supplied, empty the troughs, and

Matriawny earn*

dona, and rmbraeincmrytfflngotHha gaorrative avitan
I that la worth knowing, 'nieeomb’iwd
volumeit
poaitivrlr th* moat popular Mrdioal Book publi.MrJ.
The *ut>
uthor la an eiuprirnradphyalelan
many
year* prartlat, (tali well knowiu,and tha advlea given,
andrulaafortreatmentlaid down, will be found ol girat
value to tkoae atifirring from impuntle* of the arftem.early
error.,loat vigor,or auy of lA* umneroui trouble*com lag
ttndar tha head of •‘PrivateB
or -Chronio ' dlaeaaN.—
I’ortagtatainpitakrtv In payment for any of thme book*,
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able

from a perusal of the

record as any expert,

bomf yMT

$6,000 a year, or $3 to 120 a day

In yonr

fall to make money fast. And
one can do the work. You can make from 50 cl*,
some facta in connection with the ship- to $2 an hour by devoting yonr cvenlngsandsparo
time to the hnilnes*. It costa yon nothing to try
ment lo the West, and sale there of some the business. Nothing like It for money making
cows recorded In the Jersey Cattle Club over offered before. Bnsine**pleasant and strictly honorable. •Reader, If you want to know all
Register, have opened the eyes of the boat the best paving bti«ine«*before the public
send u* yonr address and we will send you itilf
purchasers of pure bred Cattle,for they Darticulars and private terms free- sample* worth
have been assured by the best authority $5 also free; you can then m ike rp yonr mind for
yourself. Aildrea* GEOROE BTI ‘
that although a
may have been re- Portland, Maine.
I0-1.V
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Extractedfrom

Or any Other kind, you can file pountrff wilh our
Mem Machine so that it will cur Better than
Brer. Tho Uselh will all renin in of ciual nice mid
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more

Bpsrmatorrnea,Sexual Debility ond Iir.rotoncy.aa the remit of Self-AlmaeIn yonth. acenal riceteeain matsrer yea a, or olherrauire.and which nrwluc•omeot the following eflerta: iierToinn<-a«,
teininalnun.

5cw<IVs'*and

•ion*,debility,
tlinuwa*©flight,defectivememo y, piinplct
on the face, phyeical decay,
to toe ietv ©ffcmalea,
contusionof Idea*, lose of acxual power, etc., rrudering
marrlofs Improper or uubuppy. are permauently
cured- Conaultalion at office, or bv mall free, and Invited,
If yon arc a
When it .* inconvenient to ffrittWcitylbr
treatment,
mrdieiiK* can be aent by mall or express everywhere.
Curstrain of your
sblectae* guaranteed, wbercdoubtriiii*
it iifranklv ataied

MrlTIlEmSTS,

Market and 8th Stt., ST. LOUIS,

have been able to judge of the possible
gree,

Uteat scientific
nrinciple*. Safely.Prirately.

ALL CHEAP
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Maine.

merits of a particular animal by her pedi-

Th«

for

F1'”"!r Po,,'

617 St* Chtrles Street* St. Lonls, Mo.
A regular graduate of two Medical Ordlrgee, hu been longer
engagedIn the apeclaltreatment of all Venereal. Sexual
and Chronic IJJMaaM than any other Phyeician (n8C
Loula, aa city paper* ahow, and all old realdfnti know.
Syphilla,Gonorrhcua, Oleot. Stricture,Oichitt*.
Hsraia,or Rupture, ail Urinary ©’teases ar >
Syphiliticor MercurialAffections of the Tfcroa-,
Skin or Bones, are treatedwith unparalleledancceaa,on
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Judge* Fine Candlca, Tobacco*and

Gustom Made Goods
will

remain onr Specialty.

Birtugtand foran Ap-stlar, makQuality of work guaranteed,and repairing
ing a delightfn) tonic lor family nse. ‘ Try It. you
"advantafa, — It la not a
/
dune on short notice.
will find It pleasant to Uke, of great service.If
.AUcommunleatlona atrictlyconfidential,tndihouldte
weak or debilitated,as It gives itmcth, tons acd
Mdmaadte DK. BUTTS'. l/Nortb 9th *1 fitluuU. «».
•A. L. HOLMES & CO.
This great discoveryseems to be de-tlnedto lotlv.ty to the whole hnman ftame.
entirely do away with all the former labor and exf^“Pat up In Quart size Boflles for Family use. Grand Uavrn, Mich.. March 1st, 1879. 4Mf
pon e of the family washing,because it will do a
Bold by Druggists ®nd Dealers everywhere. .
for Sale.
washing with one-half the labor, the clothes will
last
longer
because
they
do
not
need
tho
rubbing
180 acre* in Olive. Best land In the town.
40 acre* in Olive, Very good laud and well required by the old way, It will eoften water,
either cover them or turn them over. situated.
clean clothes, carpets, silks, paint and varnish
Blank-Booke-a full assortment, cheap! Amonc
work, furniture,glass and silver ware, machinery, Sole Agents for the United Bute* and Canada. them, the best assortment of EXKltCIBK and
Have no flowing water in the yards to 80 acrea near Ventura Poatofflce in Holland.
etc., etc., and all this with littlo labor and wlthont
ALSO,
COMPOSITION Hook* ever shown In town.
40 acres on Grand Haven road in Hollaedtown
waste and freeze,or Income ice-cold fur
Injury to the raoet delicate fabric. It will cost
Scrafbook*-—all kit'd*.
drinking. A cold drink wifi reduce the ship, a large part cleared. Pint rate fruit land you nothingto give It a trial. Your grocer keep* Tmp:rUn of Fine Winei, Liquors and Cigan We
sell five quires of Good Note Paper for 85
Apply
H.
D.
PORT,
Baud will give you a sample with direction* lor
milk from the cows ten per cunt or more.
cents!
47^111
Mfidlson
St.
OHIOACO.
Holland, Mich,
using. Ask him about
l^mo.
H. D. Post.
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